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zane grey in zion an examination of
his supposed anti mormonism

gary topping

zane grey has been singularly unfortunate in his treatment by
the literary critics from the time his books began to hit the best
seller lists critics have persistently attacked his purple prose his
overly romanticizedromanticizes views of the west his one dimensional charac-
ters and his formulaic plots 1 consequently greys novels survive
in academic and literary circles as epitomes of subliterary fantasy
unworthy of serious attention unhappy with that stereotype of a

supposed creator of stereotypes literary historians have recently re-
opened the case of zane grey vs the critics their findings have
not been uncritical but they generally show that a serious reading
of greys novels simply will not support the older hostile views 2

not all scholars have accepted this new evaluation of grey
among those who have not are leonard J arrington and jonion
haupt who dissect the manicheanmanichaeanManichean world of greys riders of the

purple sage in an attempt to demonstrate a basic hostility on
greys part to the mormonscormonsMormons 53 what they carelessly identify as
manicheanmanichaeanMani chean in the novel is an alleged moral dualism between the

mormon community which is thoroughly evil and the individ-
ualisticualistic gunman lassiter who is thoroughly good grey thus pres-
ents the reader in their view with only two extreme alternatives
the totalitarian community composed of thousands of dupes and
dudes and their handful of unscrupulous leaders or the individinvivid

gary topping isis currently working for the utah starestatestarc historical society
documentation for that unhappy relationship isis abundant perusal of book renewreviewredlew digest sincesince

the appearance of riders of the purple sage inin 1912 can provide a multitude of hostile reviewsreviews espe
biallycially among the elite literary journals A summary of unfair criticismscriticisms isis given inin T K whipple
study out the land berkeley university of california press 1943 ppap 192919 29 greys own flustrafrustra
tionseions are best seen inin an unpublished essay my answer to the critics at zane grey inc pasa-

dena california and inin a few brief conversations with hamlin garland inin hamlinhamin garlands diaries
cded donald pizer san marinomanno calif hunningtonhunnngtonhuntington library 1968 ppap 1391394141

grdygrey2greyagrey still needs a literary critic who will read his novels objectively as whipple did among
those who have been champions of a new deal for grey the following merit attention carlton
jackson zane grey new york twayne publishers 1973 richard Ererulainemlainellainulain A dedication coto the
memory of zane grey 187219391872 1939 arizona and the west 12 autumn 19702172019702171970 21720217 20 danney
goblcgoblegobac the days that were no more A look at zane greys west journal of arizona his
rorytorylory 14 spring 19736319751973 63 75 gary topping zane greys west journal of popular culture 7

winter 19736818919736811973 68189681 89 and zane greys west essays inin intellectual history and criticism phd
diss university of utah 1977 and joseph L wheeler uanezane greys impact on american life and
letters A study inin the popular novel phdph D diss george peabody college for teachers 1975

leonard J arrington and jon haupt community and isolation some aspects of mormon
westeriswesternsWesterns western american literature 8 spring and summer 1973153119731519731975 153115 31
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ualismmalism of lassiter whose only law is his guns and who refuses
even to be married because a man and wife form a little
community 4

arrington and haupt make three points about greys treat-
ment of the mormonscormonsMormons the first is explicit riders of the purple
sage is literarilylitera rily simplistic the other two seem to be strongly im-
plied greys view of the mormonscormons and mormon gentile relations
is historically inaccurate and grey himself was hostile to the mor
mons 5 although historical veracity is not in itself a valid criterion
for literary criticism except where the work also claims to be accu-
rate history 6 it does seem to be worth noting since arrington
and haupt raise the point that greys views of the mormonscormons are
not nearly so simplistic hostile or historically inaccurate as they
maintain the point of this essay is that a careful rereading of
riders of the purple sage and an examination of other evidence on
greys treatment of the mormonscormons calls for considerable revision of
those conclusions 7

of course riders of the purple sage as arrington and haupt
point out at some length fairly drips with anti mormon rhetoric
and one could search for some time in western literature before
finding more despicable villains than the mormon leaders tull and
dyer but reasoning from that to the conclusion that grey was
basically hostile to mormonscormons or even that the basic idea of riders
of the purple sage is the conflict between community oriented mor
mons and the individualistic gunman presents some serious prob-
lems

the first problem is that grey is on record in several instances
as being an ardent admirer of mormonscormonsMormons among tiethetle first west-
erners grey met were mormon cowboys who worked for col C

J buffalo jones praises of their capabilities are scattered

ebidibidbid p 20
these ideas are popular stereotypes of banczanc grey although itit seems obvious that arrington

and haupt have based their mistaken explication of riders of the purple sage on these stereotypes
the validity of my assumption of thaothaithat does not affect the validity of my argument my goal isis not
the refutation of their article but of the more general stereotypes they seem to accept

secscesecsee don D walker the rise and fall of barney tullus western american literature 3

summer 1968931021968931968 9310293 102 can the western tell what happens rendezvous 7 winter
197233471972331972 334733 47 notes toward a literary criticism of the western journal of popular culture 7

winter 1973728411973728 41 and northrop frye anatomy of criticism four essays 1957 reprint ed
new york Atheathenaeumathcncumatheneumneum 1965 ailall211ali of the second essay especially ppap 738273 82

I1I1 still believe greys mormon novels arearc literalitcranlyliterarilyrily somewhat unsatisfying but not for the rea-

sons arrington and haupt propose mormonism as other historical topics presents peculiar literary
problems that perhaps make itit an unwiseunwise choice for an aspiring writer for examinationsexaminations of those
problems see don D walker the mountain man as literary hero western american literature
1 spring 1966151966 15 25 and especially neal lambert saints sinners and scribes A look at the
mormonscormons inin fiction utah historical quarterly 36 winter 196863761968631968 03766376057663 76
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through the books he wrote about his expeditions with jones and
one of the mormonscormonsMormons jim emmett impressed him so much that
he later wrote an article about emmett entitled the man who
influenced me most see graham st john stott zane grey
and james simpson emmett this issue romer grey greys el-
dest son who accompanied his father on many trips through mor-
mon country scoffed at the idea that his father intended any ill
will toward mormonscormonsMormons greys supposedly anti mormon novels
merely illustrate he said that grey knew a good story when he
saw it 8

in his correspondence grey was enthusiastic in his admiration
of the mormonscormonsMormons preparing for his 1911 trip to utah during
which he did the research for riders of the purple sage he told
mormon guide david dexter rust that 1 I shall not write any-
thing about the mormonscormons that would hurt anybodysanybodyd feelings I1

simply want to tell of the wonder and beauty of their desert
struggle as I1 see it I1 see them as a wonderful people and so I1

shall write of them grey was careful to dissociate himself from
the anti mormon writers of whom he was aware if you could
read what is being written now in three magazines about the
mormonscormons you would be pleased with my point of view ironical-
ly since riders of the purple sage was to make him a rich man
grey argued that his insistence on writing favorably about the
mormonscormons was keeping him poor As I1 will not make any con-
tract with a magazine to roast the mormonscormonsMormons ill have to pay my
expenses for the 1911 trip out of my own pocket if I1 wanted
to make any such contract I1 should get 2500 tomorrow for a
trip 9

the second problem is that grey wrote pro mormon novels as
well as anti mormon ones and each of his novels that deals with

on greys experiences with buffalo jones see frank gruber zane grey A biography 1970 re

print cded new york signet books 1971 ppap 687768 77 the books grey wrote about that trip in-
clude

in
elude the last of the plainsmanplainsmenPlains men new york outing publishing co 1908 and roping lions inin the
grand canyon new york harper & brothers 1922 also relevant isis the article nonnczoshenonnezoshe inin
tales of lonely trails new york harper & brothers 1922 ppap 3173 17 the article on emmett isis inin
american magazine august 1926 ppap 525552 55 my discussion with the late romer grey about the isis-
sue of greys antiantlann mormonism occurred inin pasadena california 3 february 1975

zane grey to david dexter rust 4 december 1910 2 and 15 january and 15 february 1911
box 4 folder 7 david dexter rust collection church archives historical department of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints also interesting but less important isis a letter inin which
he tells of a utah trip inin 1929 1 I1 saw blue valley a deserted mormon settlement remarkable inin itsirsits
isolation and most inspiring grey to henry and bill his editors 5 november 1929 zantzane
grey collection brigham young university library
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mormon life at all contains good mormonscormonsMormons 10 the heritage of the

desert greys first actual western novel is largely the story of the
patriarchal mormon august naab who was inspired by the real
life mormon jim emmett naab is the hero and the mormon
community he dominates is an island of civilization and security
in a sea of anarchy created by gunfightersgun fighters and rustlers one of the
villains in that story is naabslaabs own son snap who is a rebel
against the civilized ideals of the mormon community the man
of the forest uses four mormon brothers as secondary characters
who help the hero defeat a kidnap attempt

even in the seemingly most harshly anti mormon novels grey
uses good mormon characters in riders of the purple sage it is
jane withersteenWithersteen she remains in her own eyes at least a true
mormon to the end even though she acquires a higher conscience
that forces her to resist the mormon hierarchy in the sequel the
rainbow trail the cowboy joe lake based on the real life cowboy
joe lee of nonnezoshe represents a younger generation of
mormonscormons who reject polygamy and the harsh authoritarianism of
the older generation lake is one who helps rescue the non
mormon girl fay larkin from the mormon village of plural wives

finally the community vs isolation formula seems to do scant
justice to the complexity of the lassiter character lassiter in fact
is the first in a series of greys gunfightersgun fighters who by the moral
complexity of their situation can provide little support for the
idea of manicheanmanichaeanMani chean moral dualism in greys fiction lassiter is a
basically good man whom society has driven to a rampage of re-
venge he thus exhibits both good and evil qualities his social re-
lations are normal with everyone but the lustful mormonscormons who
kidnapped and ruined his sister lassitersLassiters paradoxical moral com-
position puzzles jane withersteenWithersteen

good and evil began to seem incomprehensibly blended inin her judg-
ment it was her belief that evil could not come forth from good
yet here was a murderer who dwarfed inin gentleness patience and
love any man she had ever known

furthermore it is difficult to see lassiter as a nemesis of the
idea of community in general he is merely the enemy of commucomma

greys mainmalnmain mormon novels include the heritage of the desert new york harper & broth-
ers 1910 riders of the purple sage new york harper & brothers 1912 reprint cded new york
walter J black nd the rainbow trail new york harper & brothers 1915 paperback reprint
cd new york pocket books 1961 of less importance isis the man of the forest new york har-
per & brothers 1920 several other grey novels contain mormon characters inin inconspicuous roles

grey riders of the purple sage p 138
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nityanity constructed according to wrong principles in fact lassiter ap-
pears much more strongly in the novel as a harbinger of commu-
nity than as a destroyer lassiterussiterussiker tells withersteenWithersteen at one point
that he conceives his role to be that of a destroyer of those who
hinder the development of civilization in the west prophesying
that some day the borderllborderll be better cleaner for the ways of
men like lassiter 12 lassiter12ussiter may be a bit melodramatic but he is
neither incorruptible nor isolated

no one least of all zane grey himself ever claimed that his
portrayal of southern utah in the 1870s was sociologically accu-
rate any more than one would claim that melvillesmelvilleeMelvilles white whale
is zoologically accurate the purpose of literature after all is to
heighten to generalize and to intensify in order to achieve truth
at another level than mere sociology or zoology 13 the truth grey
achieves in his mormon novels is to be found in his dramatization
of the kind of psychology that existed in many small nearly all
mormon communities when faced with gentile incursions to the
gentile it was all too easy to see in every zealous bishop an in-
cipient tull or dyer to the mormon it was all too easy to see in
every scoffing gentile a threat to a divinely ordained social order
having written the heritage of the desert to explore the literary
possibilities of the theme of brotherly love cutting across creedal
boundaries 14 grey turned in riders of the purple sage to the in-
verse possibility the bloody consequences of intolerance on both
sides if greys pristine world then is black and white a
world of absolutes 15 a view that I1 have shown must be partly
qualified it is because southern utah in the 1870s was in the
minds of many mormonscormons and gentiles alike a world of absolutes

the notable fact about riders of the purple sage is not that
grey emphasizes the intolerant social attitudes of the region but
that he points out that moderate partisans on both sides have rea-
sonable complaints and that he shows little sympathy for extrem-
ists on either side the mormon moderate jane withersteenWithersteen is

just as exasperated by the simplistic gentile solution represented by

121ibidbid p 272
3 critics like arrington and haupt seem to have forgotten aristotlesAristotles description of the relation-

ship of literature to reality as expressed in his classic distinction between poetry literature and his-
tory the poets function is to describe not the thing that has happened but a kind of thing that
might happen ie what is possible as being probable or necessary the distinction between historian
and poet is that the one describes the thing that has been and the other a kind of thing that
might be poetics 9

that14that possibility was also rooted in sociological reality in fact as I1 have shown it was based
on greys own experience with mormonscormons

15 15arringtonarlingtonArrington and haupt community and isolation p 20
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lassitersLassiters guns as she is by the simplistic mormon response repre-
sented by elder tulis whip if the gentiles lassiter and venters
are driven to become gungunflghtersgunfightersfighters by mormon violence and intoler-
ance withersteenWithersteen points out that mormonscormons were first driven to it
by gentile incursions and threats to the mormon way of life

the men of my creed are unnaturally cruel to my everlasting sor-
row I1 confess it they have been driven hated scourgedscourgerscourged till their
hearts have hardened but we women hope and pray for the time
when our men will soften 16

how then are we to understand greys conception of mor-
monism first I1 think it is important to note that he had no pro-
found knowledge of mormon history theology or social life and
did not intend to write the ultimate mormon novel mormonscormons
were only one group among many denizens of the west that in-
terestedte grey and the ideas of polygamy and authoritarian govern-
ment seemed to present good material for a raging western sto-
ry 17 greys own copy of the book of mormon shows none of his
characteristic marginalia found in books that impressed him great-
ly 18

finally the only attempt at a concise account of mormon his-
tory and theology in his novels evidently put forth in all serious-
ness is extremely simplistic and inaccurate

the first mormon said god spoke to him and told him to go to a
certain place and dig he went there and found the book of mor-
mon it said follow me marry many wives go into the desert and
multiply send your sons out into the world and bring us young wo-
men many young women and when the first mormon became
strong with many followers he said again give to me part of your
labor of your cattle and sheep of your silver that I1 may build me
great cathedrals for you to worship in and I1 will commune with
god and make it right and good that you have more wives
that is mormonism 19

secondly greys views of mormonism were largely determined
by his own religion which joseph L wheeler points out was a

grey16grey riders of the purple sage p 13 secsee also p 3 where grey traces the mormon gentilcgentile con-
flict back to the invasioninvasion of gentile settlers and the forays of rustlers

grey wrote to his literary agent near the beginning of the serlesseriesseriesserles of mormon novels that 1 I am
feeling fresh and full and want to writewntc but I1 havent any great desire to write another lion sto-
ry id much rather writewntc a big novel and fill itit with the desert the mormonscormonsMormons and their rela-

tions as cited inin kenneth W scott inin the heritage of the desert zane grey discovers the
west markham review 2 2fcbruaryfebruary 1970111970 11

181tit isis inin the possession of zane grey inc pasadena california
aggreygreyggrey the rainbow trail ppap 11516115 16
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strange combination of christianity pantheism deism oriental
religions and evolutionism eventually wheeler adds grey in-
cluded other elements as well indian especially navajo nature
worship spiritualism emile coue and his self help raise yourself
by your own bootstraps philosophy psychology christian science
and various other assorted mystical and practical ismsiams or
olologieslogicsogiesogles wheeler also quotes a diary entry in which grey sets
forth the general nature of his creed the religion which I1

would like to follow is embodied in the rule do unto others as
you would have others do unto you be unselfish give as you re-
ceive let others live 20

in such a religion creeds and ecclesiastical organizations are ir-
relevant or obstructive mormonism with its elaborate theology
and ecclesiastical hierarchy seemed to grey to be more of a hin-
drance than a help toward a vital religious life in riders of the
purple sage the only promising alternative to the vicious intoler-
ance between mormonscormons and gentiles is found in the friendship be-
tween little fay larkins mother and jane withersteenWithersteen it is the
only real meeting of the minds across the ecclesiastical barrier and
occurs because of the lack in both participants of a zealous sec-
tarianismtarian ism when withersteenWithersteen agrees to take fay and raise her in a
mormon home but without instruction in mormon doctrine fays
mother indicates that a genuine mormon gentile reconciliation has
taken place because youre a mormon I1 never felt close to you
till now I1 dont know much about religion as religion but your
god and my god are the same 21 when lassiter withersteenWithersteen
and fay larkin are isolated in the new eden of surprise valley at
the end of the novel the family thus created a gentile father a
mormon mother and a creedless child symbolize greys hope of
reconciliation 22 in the rainbow trail fays life develops the sym-
bolism even more nicknamed the sago lily she flits about
among the crags and crevassescrevasses as wild and suresurefootedsurefootcdfooted as a deer a

truly transcendental child of nature

wheeler zane greys impact on american life and letters p 321 the diary entry is dated
9 september 1906

agrey2greygrey riders of the purple sage p 79
22mymy improvised terminology here is an attempt to approximate greys thought rather than ac-

cepted mormon usage according to which both lassiter and larkin as non mormonscormons would be
called gentiles I1 call lassiter a gentile because although grey does not say so his antlantiandi mor
monism could have been partly rooted in a creed of his own besides what the mormonscormons did to his
sister I1 call fay larkin a non mormon to emphasize her creedlessness of which grey makes a
strong point
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greys creedless transcendentalism provides a key for explaining
other things as well his mormon characters generally fit one of
two types the urban mormonscormonsMormons who are generally dogmatic au-
thoritarianthori tarian polygamous and unscrupulous and the rural transcen-
dental mormonscormonsMormons who live close to nature and are thus less inter-
ested in mormon or any other theology and live apart from the
church hierarchy tull and dyer of riders of the purple sage fit the
first group august naab of the heritage of the desert in spite of
his zealous polygamy and the beeman brothers of the man of the

forest fit the second to a certain degree then the community vs
isolation dichotomy does help to explain greys mormon novels
but the division is among the mormonscormons themselves rather than
between mormon and gentile

there is a temptation when criticizing popular literature to let
melodrama obscure complexity we tend to allow our experience
with dime novels and other extremely formulaic literature to blind
us to the possibilities of variation intellectual subtlety and literary
complexity in all popular novels zane greys novels are no excep-
tion lassiter as the prototype of more recent literary gunfightersgunfighters
and tull and dyer as obvious extensions of older gentile con-
ceptions of mormonscormonsMormons tempt us to see in them no more than
manifestations of those stereotypes but grey for all the shallow-
ness of his understanding of mormonscormons and mormonism was no
mindless dualist who saw community or isolation as the only pos-
sible alternatives instead he was an imaginative writer who saw
even if he did not fully develop a potentially great theme in the
mormon gentile encounter in his novels about the mormonscormonsMormons he
tried to explore as thoroughly as his limited skill allowed the lit-
erary possibilities in that theme thus it seems unfair merely be-
cause he used a few mormon villains to try to force him into the
nineteenth century tradition of anti mormon polemical writers 2523

grey is perhaps better understood as standing however am-
biguously at the beginning of a new tradition of objective even
sympathetic writing about the mormonscormons that has culminated in
the works of writers like thomas F odea and wallace stegner 24

that25that tradition is set forth in an earlier arringtonarringronarringgonardinArringron and haupt article intolerable zion the
image of mormonism in nineteenth century american literature western humanities review 22
summer 196824360196824360

seesceseesec thomas F odea the cormonsmormons chicago university of chicago press 1957 and wall-
ace stegner mormon country new york bonanza books 1942 and the gathering of zion new
york mcgraw hill 1964
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zane grey and james simpson emmett

graham st john stott

the zane grey who came west in 1907 was as he later re-
membered singularly young and boyish in impressionable recep-
tivenesstiveness because of this his trip was to shape his career during
his several months in the canyonlandscanyon lands of the utah arizona border
he learned on the one hand to love the awesome beauty of the
wilderness and on the other to love james simpson emmett his
responses to both were to provide matter for all the novels about
utah that were to follow

the significance of the one has been generally allowed since
greys undisputed love for the western desert resulted in some
beautiful descriptions of utah and arizona scenes but the signifi-
cance of the other has been missed even though grey made sever-
al references to emmett in his books and in a 1926 article for
the american magazine referred to the mormon cowboy as the
man who influenced memostdemostme most 2 to miss this is to miss a lot
about grey and his fiction for emmett was much more to the
novelist than the valuable guide and able trail companion who is
mentioned in the last of the plainsmanplainsmenPlainsmen 1908 roping lions in the
grand canyon 1922 and tales of lonely trails also 1922 in-
deed grey found his friend to be insufficiently intellectual and
flattering to be used on most of his hunting trips in utahsutah3 em-
mett was also more than just the model for august naab in the
heritage of the desert 1910 though it is well known that he was
that he was rather as the principal shaper of greys views on the
iatterlatter day saints the principal inspiration for all of greys novels
about life in mormon utah As the first of these the heritage of
the desert has been seen as the archetype for all of greys sub-
sequent novels 4 and the second riders of the purple sage 1912
has proved to be one of the most popular westernswesterisWesterns of all time
the mormon emmett must indeed be seen as one of the most im-
portant influences on greys career

graham st john stott is a doctoral candidate in english at brigham young university
zane grey the man who influenced me most american magazine 102 august 1926136

21bidbid ppap 525552 55 130 36
banczanc grey to dave D rust 15 february 1911 church archives historical department of the

church of jesus christ of latter dayclay saints salt lake cityatyaryciry utah hereafter cited as church ar-
chives

ann ronald zane grey boise boise state university press 1975 p 13 frank gruber zane
grey A biography new york world publishing 1970 p 86
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born 28 july 1850 in a covered wagon on the mormon trail 5

emmett lived a more than usually active life as a utah pioneer
when sixteen he left the family home in st george and went
north to build fort hamblin at mountain meadows 6 on 2 april
1872 he married emma jane lay in santa clara and after a trip
to the salt lake endowment house took her to hamblin 7 the
following year they helped lay out the town at twenty eight em-
mett was hired to be superintendent of the canaan cooperative
stock company8Company8 he moved his family to canabkanab purchased fifteen
acres of land there 9 and became involved in church and commu-
nity affairs in 1888 he was on the board of trade in 1889 he
was marshal10Marshal10 his residency in kanabcanab was interrupted for six
months in 1881 when he served an LDS mission to the south-
ern states it ended in 1891 when he moved to ordervilledervilleOr
about twentyfivetwenty five miles to the north 12 five years later emmett

moved again this time to manage lees ferry on the colorado
river for the mormon church 1513 the work there was varied em-
mett operated the ferry of course and recommended improve
ments14ments 14 but he also worked hard to generate a tourist trade in
the area 15 enjoyed the good land of john D lees old farm 16 and

grey5greyagrey the man who influenced me most p 52 hinckley ward record of members
1913331913 33 membership no 84 church archives dale L morgan the reminiscences of james
holt A narrative of the emmett company utah historical quarterly 19 april 19511951163163

st george third ward record of members early to 1905 p 2 church archives hazel
bradshaw ed under dixie sun A history of washington county st george utah washington
county daughters of the utah pioneers 1950 p 120 salt lake tribune 28 september 1938 p
13

santasanraanta aaraclaragaraaana ward records of members marriages 2 april 1872 salt lake tribune 28 septem-
ber 1938 p 13

andrew karl larson I1 was called to dixie the virgin river basin unique experience inin mor
monmanmaumou pioneering salt lake city deseret news press 1961 p 243

kane county assessment roll 1878801878 80 film copy genealogical society of the church of jesus
christchnstchanst of latter day saints salt lake city utah

canabkanab stake manuscript history for 9 september and 9 december 1888 and 8 september
1889 church archives diary ofofjamesjames LL bunting I11 september 1881 harold B lee library brig-
ham young university elsie chamberlain carroll comp history of kane county salt lake city
kane county daughters of the utah pioneers 1960 p 84

emmett was set apart 10 october 1887 and returned 25 july 1888 according to the mis-
sionary record book B p 97 church archives however he could not have left before 3 december
1887 when he was ordained a seventy hinckley ward record of members 1913 33 ordination
no 204 church archives

OrdOrdervillemille ward record of members early to 1906 p 31 church archives
journal history of the church of jesus christ of larterlatterutterlarcer day saints 5 february 1896 church

archives W L rush and QC gregory crampton desert river crossing historic lees ferry on the

colorado river salt lake city peregrinePeregnne smith 1975 ppap 545954 59
journal history for 31 january 1898 p 2 rush and Cramcramptonptonpron desert river crossing ppap

565756 57
15 carroll history of kane county ppap 170711707170 7711

16thercthere isis a description of lees ferry produce inin 1889 inin robert brewstorbrewstcrbrewsterBrewstcr stantonStan tonron downdoumdouw the

colorado ed dwight L smith norman university of oklahoma press 1965 p 109
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ranged widely as a cattleman and guide indeed he sometimes
ranged too far he was returning acquitted from a trial in flag-
staff at which he had been accused of rustling when he met grey
in 1907 17

it was of course no wonder that such a seasoned pioneer of
the mormon frontier should impress zane grey grey himself list-
ed four ways in which he was affected by emmett the mormon
he told his readers in the american magazine taught him about
bravery about love for the desert about kindness to animals and
about endurance and emmett could no doubt be discussed under
such headings A more fruitful approach however is to see em-
mett as a specific inspiration for greys mormon characters both
the heroes and as an antitype the villains

SONS OF THE DESERT

the grounds of emmetts heroic status were to grey obvious
the mormon was a son of the desert he had lived his life on
the desert and had conquered it and in his falcon eyes shone all
its fire and freedom 18

though such an achievement might seem small enough to us
grey had never before realized that a man could be a son of the
desert or that the desert itself could be an experience as well as a
place overwhelmed by the idea he at first just celebrated such
men in his letters 1 I met some real men he wrote to edwin
markham concerning his trip to utah men who live lonely ter-
rible lives as a matter of course 19 he was thinking of em-
mett the emmett who he reported in 1926 had endured lone-
liness hunger thirst cold heat the fierce sandstorm the desert
blizzard poverty labor without help illness without medicine
tasks without remuneration no comfort but little sleep so few of
the joys commonly yearned for by men and pain pain always
some kind of pain 20 but then grey realized that he had struck
literary gold and he decided to immortalize emmett and his kind
in fiction

in 1910 harpers published his the heritage of the desert a
big novel grey delightedly called it one filled with the desert

grey thcthtjhc man who influenced me most p 52 angus M woodbury A history of
southern utah and itsitsirs national parks utah historical quarterly 12 julyouly october 1944192931944192951944.1929519441929593
rush and crampton desert river crossing p 57

grey tales of lonely trails new york blue ribbon books 1922 p 57
9 gletterletter of 7 june 1907 cited in kenneth W scott the heritage of the desert zane grey

discovers the west markham review 2 february 1970111970 11

2ogreygrey the man who influenced me most p 136
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the mormonscormonsMormons and their relations 21 he was thrilled by his
achievement 1 I have given to the world the mormonscormons in a new

and better light he proudly wrote to a friend22friend22 and anyone famil-
iar with contemporary fiction about utah and the saints could
not help but agree 23 at the heart of this tribute to the mormonscormons
was emmett thinly disguised as the patriarchal august naab in a
sense it was his novel he was to have others

when the heritage of the desert proved to be enough of a
commercial success for grey to consider a new work he again
thought of emmett he published a juvenile fiction account of his
trip to utah which was partially told from emmetts point of
view24 and then he set about writing riders of the purple sage 1 I

think of the mormonslmormonsMormoncormonsMormonssl as a wonderful people he wrote of this
project to dave rust of kanabcanab and so I1 shall write of them 25

before writing the novel he made a trip to utah and visited em-
mett 26 and as we shall see emmett influenced the resulting fic-
tion

when riders of the purple sage also proved to be successful it
was publishdpublished in 1912 grey knowing that his friendship with
emmett had supplied him with a formula for writing bestsellingbest selling
fiction proceeded to write novel after novel describing how men
came to be sons of the desert in those which contain mormon
characters those that concern us here the debt to emmett was
unmistakable

emmett did not look heroic he stood well over six feet
gray remembered and his leonine build ponderous shoulders
and great shaggy head and white beard gave an impression of tre-
mendous virility and dignity 27 those are impressive looks but
they are not those of a typical western hero emmett was after
all fifty seven years old when grey met him only in the heritage
of the desert therefore did emmett appear as himself a gray

banczanczane grey to daniel murphy 7 may 1908 in scott the heritage of the desert p 11

zane grey to E D woolley 18 october 1908 church archives
for contemporary virulently anti mormon fiction see winifred graham ezra the mormon

london everatteverctteverett & company 1908 and charles felton pidgin the house of shame new york

the cosmopolitan press 1912
zane grey the young lion hunter new york grossetgrosser & dunlap 1911 in which the nar-

rator dick leslie is partpanbanbaaparr grey and partpan emmett emmett also shaped the character of the old
plainsman hiram bent

gneygrey to rust 2 january 1911 church archives
grey to rust 4 december 1910 church archives
grey the man who influenced me most p 52
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bearded giant 28 in greys other mormon novels characters are
shaped according to emmetts moral image not his physique

that image was heroic emmett was good grey noted and
he typified all that was rugged splendid enduring 29 he had a

frulingtrrulingtrulinguling passion forever to minister to the needs of horses men
and things 5030 his mercy and protection

extended to the outcast and starved indians to wanderers of the
wasteland who wandered by the ferry to cowboys and sheep herdersgerders
out of jobs his gate was ever open rustlers and horse thieves out-
laws from the noted hole in the wall hunted fugitives all were
welcomed by jim emett the spelling of the name varies he had
no fear of any man he feared only his god 5131

these qualities grey believed were the fruits of desert life
those mormonscormons who inhabit the desert world of greys novels

are therefore expected to share those qualities usually they do
trasker for example a mormon farmer in the 1932 robbers
roost is kind and hospitable quiet prayerful he is accustomed
ettoto loneliness and loving men p 278 joe lake a noble mor-
mon and a cowboy in the rainbow trail 1915 is brave loyal
and deeply religious appp 372 94 he puts the welfare of others
before his own the beeman boys in the man of the forest 1920
are the best and most sober faithful workers on the ranges p
222 reluctant to speak ill of their enemies they are resolute in
defending both their own rights and those of the heroine and
august naab the christlike mormon of the heritage of the desert
p 256 prays and hopes and sees good and mercy in his worst

enemies p 126 trusting god and man he is ever the good
samaritan and never fails to succor the sick and unfortunate
appp 134 2 anything hurt or helpless had in august naab a
friend hare the protagonist found himself looking up to a great
and luminous figure and he loved this man p 59

for thirty years grey consistently attributed such qualities to
mormonscormonsMormons not surprisingly therefore this attitude towards the
saints was also sustained in the supposedly anti mormon riders of
the purple sage in that novel the heroine jane withersteenWithersteen is
the incarnation of selflessness p 260 generously charitable to

zane grey the heritage of the desert new york harper and brothers 1910 p 1 all quo-
tationstar ionslons from greys novels arearc identified parenthetically within the text by an obvious abbreviation
of the title and the page number thus HD p 1 references arcare to the harper and brothers first
editions

grey19grey the man who influenced me most p 53
arcygrcywgreyagrey tales of lonely trails p 100

grey the man who influenced me most p 54
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gentile and saint alike p 75 she has a peaceful and loving
spirit p 61 she trusts easily prays readily and yet will fight
for her heritage when stirred she is in short greys ideal woman

her character however is obviously taken from the same
mold as the other heroic mormonscormons in greys fiction in jane
withersteenWithersteen as in the others grey recreated emmett his tough
compassionate and spiritual mormon friend

the toughness should be emphasized it was something grey
noticed in emmett as soon as they met at first he thought that
the mormon and his sons looked tough just because they all
packed guns 32 soon however grey realized that emmetts tough-
ness was the result of his life in the wilderness it was a fierce re-
fusal to yield which when linked with a good nature was the
most desirable moral quality of all 33 it was a wilderness born re-
sponsiveness to the primal urge for life 34

such toughness as seen in emmett is not surprisingly to be
found in greys fictional good mormonscormons we will come to his
mormon villains shortly jane withersteenWithersteen discovers the hot
primitive instinct to live RPS p 178 it is already found and
approved in mormon cowboys like the beimansbeemans in the man of the

forest or mormon wild horse wranglers such as utah in wildvird
horse mesa 1924 somehow these mormonscormons resemble the desert
WHM p 50 and the offer of their companionship forces a man

to evaluate his fitness and worthiness for a wilderness life HD
ppap 193 128

grey was not making here a simple identification of mormon-
ism with the spirit of the desert when jane withersteenWithersteen responds
to that spirit she has to break with her mormon community
naab has to risk violating his religion when the heritage of the
desert moves him to avenge his murdered sons mormonism how-
ever was what made the response to the wilderness possible for
these characters and for emmett it had brought them to utah
and though it had molded them in its own ways it had also
molded them in the flaming furnace of the desertsldesertdesertssl fiery life
HD p 253 it consequently deserved respect grey was not

therefore just interested in mormon history as a source of wild
adventures 35 though they certainly did appeal to him he saw
in the mormon story the wonder and beauty of a desert

zancizancbanc grey to dolly grey 12 april 1907 inin gruber zanezonezome grey p 69
grey the man who influenced me most p 136
grey31grey what the desert means to me american magazine 98 november 192461924 6

grer35greygrey to rust 2 january 1911 church archives
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struggle36struggle36 and without being an advocate for LDS theology he
could sympathize with and admire the saints as they struggled to
live on the ranges of southern utah it was of course in emmett
whom he saw as a modern ulysses that grey found the grounds
of his belief that this struggle was worthwhile 37

MORMON GENTILE CONFLICT

the degree to which emmett helped grey see the mormonscormons as
at least potential heroes can be seen in the novelists handling of
mormon gentilegenrile conflict he is because of emmett consistently
on the mormon side consistently prepared to see the saints as
long suffering and much abused

in the historical conflict between the two groups there had
been violence As early as 1881 mormon springs along the little
colorado had been jumped as a reign of terror throughout the
mountains worked itself out 38 then in 1883 in both utah and
arizona gentile cattle companies started to move in on mormon
land at verdure for example riders gave the settlers ten days to
move out 39 at monticello the cattlemen diverted the north fork
irrigation water away from the town and sent out trigger men to
ride the ditch 40 and south of kanabcanab B F saunders and his
grand canyon cattle company started to put pressure on jim
emmett in 1880 saunders had bought land in paroshantParoshant valley
within three years his riders were trying to jump emmetts springs
at cane beds on the east of little buckskin mountain 41 and be-
fore long the conflict was perennial in 1907 for example the
year of greys trip to utah there were attempts to muscle em-
mett out of grazing rights in house rock valley and it was a

matter of public speculation as to whether charlie dimmick
saunders foreman would kill emmett or emmett him 42

no doubt because emmett could be so informative grey re-
produced this violent atmosphere in his fiction cheney in strang-
er from tonto published posthumously in 1956 undersellsunder sells the

grey51grey to rust 4 december 1910 church archives
greypgreyagrey the man who influenced me most p 136
jcsse58jesse N smith to john W young 2 may 1881 church archives

59cC A perkins comp saga of san juan salt lake city san juan county daughters of the
utah pioneers 1950 ppap 939493 94

40perkinsPerkins40perkins saga of sanjuansausan jaanjuan p 99 cf charles S peterson take up your mission mormon colo

nizingmzingmizing along the little colorado river 187019001870 1900 tucson university of arizona press 1973 p 170
andrew karl larson erastus snow the life of a missionary and pioneer of the early mormon

church salt lake city university of utah press 1975 ppap 52123521 23
rush and crampton desert river crossing p 57 grey the man who influenced me most
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mormon ranchers and drives his herds through their land p
184 herrick in robbers roost buys out the mormon settlers for
a pittance and then brings in gunmen to ride the range appp 16

57 66 7 and in the heritage of the desert holderness has his
riders move cattle into mormon territory by blocking some springs
and jumping others they dispute at gunpoint august naabslaabs land
east of cococinococoninoCococino mountain

in riders of the purple sage the storm cloud of mormon gentile
conflict is just about to burst A change had gradually been com-
ing grey writes in the peace loving lives of the mormonscormons of the
border glaze stone Bridgebridge sterling villages to the north had ri-
sen against the invasion of gentile settlers and the forays of rus-
tlers there had been opposition to the one and fighting with the
other 3 the situation was grim universal gun packing and
fights every day were approaching the southernmost mormon vil-
lage of cottonwoodsCottonwoods usually identified as kanabcanab 4543 saloons out-
casts and gunmen were beginning to threaten the mormonscormonsMormons pas-
toral way of life appp 127 4 almost inevitably the village had
begun to awake and bestir itself and grow hard p 3

in all of these novels it will be noted grey sympathized with
the saints as they struggled to keep the desert their own em-
metts living out of his desert heritage had justified his fictional
coreligionists lives and given them an opportunity to defend their
rights as heroes his influence on a novelist who was being in-
vited to write anti mormon fictionfiction4444 was obviously considerable
sufficient certainly to justify greys 1926 accolade

MORMON VILLAINS

As we might expect not all of greys fictional mormonscormons act
well when faced with this gentile challenge grey never naively
supposed that all men would be purified by the desert some he
knew would emerge from the wilderness just as bad as men like
emmett were good when tested by the influx of gentiles say
some were found to fail

the failure was not their resorting to violence the hero can
respond violently to his challenge and still have greys approval
he is merely being true to the desert rather the failure is shown

utah A guide to the state new yorkhastingsyork hastings house 1941 p 344 jay ellis ransom
moriMorrmormonnon colony on the paria pesiVestWestvesiwestwaysvestwaysways 45 december 19535

grey to rust 15 february 1911 church archives
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in any action motivated by inadequacy greed or lust inadequacy
the inability to cope with the demands of western life is what
makes belden such a nasty piece of work in the young lion
hunter fired from his job as forest ranger because he was worth-
less he turns to plotting against the gentile who replaced him
p 109 greed is what makes merchants like jed and seth boze-

man in shadow on the trail or josh sneed in robbers roost try to
skin the pants off gentiles who move into town RR 30 it is

also the cause of harrobinsHarrobins downfall also in robbers roost harr-
obin wholly governed by passion concerned about the arrival
of large numbers of gentiles in the mormon community of pine
valley moves from punitive raids on gentile cattle to large scale
rustling for profit and a summary execution at the gentile heros
hand p 148 lust finally is what motivates greys most in-
famous mormon villains bishop dyer and elder tull of riders of
the purple sage dyer proselytesproselyterproselytes and then kidnaps millie erne to
bring her back to utah to be a plural bride p 239 tull in his
desire for jane withersteenWithersteen becomes a binder of women a cal-
lous beast who hid behind a mock mantle of righteousness an
the last an lowest coward on the face of the earth appp 177 78

in making such villains out of inadequate greedy or lustful
men grey was not attempting to supply his readers with an anat-
omy of human evil he had two other purposes in mind first he
wanted to show that these men had not gone to the bad because
of their religion all of them are clearly condemned for their mor-
al flaws and not because they are latter day saints more than
that however grey wanted to show that such men were aberra-
tions from the mormon ideal thus dyer and tull are specifically
condemned for betraying the power and the glory of a wonderful
creed RPS p 13415413411541 and as such are antitypesanti types of emmett em-
mett would not have been worthless as a ranger it has been
my good fortune to see many able men on the trail and round
the camp fire grey recollected in 1922 but not one of them
even approached emmetts class 114545 emmett was not greedy he
did not exploit his fellows rather grey reported he was himself
exploited by them46them 46 when some years before the emmett broth-
ers had been at the heart of a nest of cattle thieves in canabkanab

grey tales of lamelylonelylamery trails p 87
grey the man who influenced me most p 136
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james simpson had not been one of them 47 nor was emmett
lustful if his monogamy was anything to go by and for grey it
probably was

because the average reader would not recognize that grey was
finding his mormon villains wanting by measuring them against a
very specific ideal examples of emmett like mormon virtue are
provided in the novels to balance every instance of mormon vice
thus in the young lion hunter as well as the worthless mormon
ranger there are the thoroughly competent mormon wild horse
hunters of whom grey approved 48jane48 jane withersteen49 and blake
are exemplary mormonscormons set alongside dyer and tull in riders of
the purple sage and in that novels sequel the rainbow trail joe
luke is a noble mormon p 372 who is contrasted with his
less scrupulous peers 50 traskers gentle kindness in robbers roost
more than compensates for josh sneeds corruption and if in
shadow on the trail the mormonscormons of pine mound are corrupt
those of the white valley ranch are not for a final example
august naabslaabs love in the heritage of the desert covers a multi-
tude of sins in short greys respect for the saints or at least for
emmett was such that even when the demands of a good story
called for mormon villainy good LDS characters were introduced
to set the record straight admittedly they are often merely token
characters but that grey should make the gesture of including
them may well be another sign of emmetts tremendous influence
upon him

there is yet one more sign the way grey wrote about mor-
mon polygamy privately he condemned it as a system which
abused and mistreated women5lwomen51 and milt dale reflects greys
point of view when he remarks 1 I never could stomach what I1

did hear pertaininpertainingpertainin to more than one wife for a man MOF p
99 and yet grey goes out of his way to avoid an anti mormon

diary of allenalienailen J frost 21 and 23 august and 2 september 1882 and 30 january 1887 diary
of james L bunting 3 and 8 september 1882 lreleeireice library canabkanab ward record of members early
p 38 church archives

grey met with two inin 1907 the last of the plainsmanplainsmenPlains men new york outland publishing com-
pany 1908 p 103 cf wild horse mesa p 35

afrank4frankfrank gruber noted that she isis a representative of the good inin mormonism see zane grey p
89

emmett cannot be given all the credit for luke one of the cowboys inin greys party to rain-
bow bridge was the mormon joe lee secscesecsee tales of lonely trails p 11 lees identity isis uncertainuncertain
though I1 suspect he was joseph D lee 188919401889 1940 a grandson of john D leclee see mannett hen
rienc dependentsdescendents ofjohnof john doyle lee provo utah M henriehenne 1960 p 559 for scanty details of his
life and the information that a nephew was named zane

uzanezane5zane grey to daniel murphy 2 june no year quoted inin carlton jackson zane grey new
york twayne publishers 1973 p 51
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tone in novels which contain polygamous characters as when he
deflects criticism of the institution of plural marriage in the man
of the forest first he allows a joke on the subject wal my
friend the polygamous roy beeman remarks to the single milt
dale you go an get yourself one wife an then see if you
wouldnt like to have two p 99 the joke is feeble but it is
also slightly risque andwd by being so it prevents any protests about
mormon lusts from being taken seriously grey follows up on this
by having roy perform the marriage when milt does get himself a
wife a sure sign in this novels romantic world that polygamy is

not to be taken very seriously as a crime
even in riders of the purple sage where polygamy is a crime

or at least where the mormon attitude towards women leads to
criminal acts grey refuses to condemn mormonism out of hand
and is extremely temperate in his invention of villainy gentiles
were driven out of mormon communities grey could not have es-
caped hearing that tullstulisaulls threat to horsewhip venters out of
town the morning after a gunflghtgunfight was not therefore an ex-
treme reaction to the move of gentile violence south 52 mormonscormons
sometimes were rustlers as we have seen a mormon elders in-
volvementvolvement in cattle stealing though melodramatic as part of a

strong arm courtship was hardly without precedent in the real
world similarly dyers warning that venters might be hanged or
shot or treated worse as that gentile boy was treated in glaze
for fooling round a mormon woman p 74 was not a dark fan-
tasy on the authors part grey knew that the mormonscormons were
jealous probably he also knew J H beadles story of a bishop
seizing a rival suitor having him castratedcastratercast rated and then marrying the
distraught girl 53 even millie ernes tragedy was not entirely im-
probable although there is no reason to believe that the mor
mons kidnapped their plural wives in the story of eleanor mclean
marrying mormon apostle parley P pratt without troubling to
divorce her first husband there is ample evidence that they treated
gentile marriage vows in a rather cavalier fashion the sectarian
priests have no power from god to marry eleanor told the new
york world and as a so called marriage ceremony performed by

grey must have heard of the mountain meadows massacre sincesince emmett had ranched at
mountain meadows and lees ferry for an account of the incident secseesce juanita brooks the moun

tain meadows massacre stanford stanford university press 1950

J H beadle western wilds and the men who redeem them cincinnati jones brothers 1878
ppap 351 53 360 61
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them is no marriage at all no divorce was needed 5451 everything
that happened in the novel excepting the fast riding and fast
shooting was at least nominally credible

such moderation in the story line is interesting although
riders of the purple sage does not contain a hint of approval of
mormon polygamy its criticism could have been much much
worse perhaps grey moderated his bile because he was beginning
to think of himself as a historian of the west in later years he
took that role very seriouslyseriously5555 certainly he did so because of his
respect for emmett in greys tribute to his mormon friend the
heritage of the desert polygamy could have been condemned but
it was not though john hare declines to convert to mormonism
because of his scruples about plural marriage 1 I feel differently
from you mormonscormons about women he explains to august naab
he goes on to say to his polygamous host no one could pray to
be a better man than you p 294 such praise trivializes the ob-
jection to polygamy and helps us understand what happens in
greys subsequent treatments of the theme time and again grey
responds to emmetts spell

conclusion
out of respect for emmett then grey moderated or apol-

ogized for mormon villainy balanced mormon evil with good
justified the saints in their conflict with the gentiles and created
a breed of western heroes who were sons of the desert like em-
mett himself 1 I had to love emmett grey wrote56wrote and appar-
ently he had to write about him and his way of life over and over
again

As it happened grey was celebrating a way of life that was
past even before the first novel had been published emmett had
left his desert home in 1909 having lost his long fight with
saunders the LDS church had sold lees ferry to the grand can-
yon cattle company 57 he took his family to annabella pur-
chased land there and helped to incorporate the town 58 it was

new york world 23 november 1869 see also steven pratt eleanor mclean and the murder
of parley P pratt BYU studies 15 winter 19752251975 22556225 56

55tT K whipple study out the land berkeley university of california press 1943 p 20
agreygrcy6grey the man who influenced me most p 136

rush and crampton desert river crossing p 58
ufahutah gazetteer and business directory salt lake city R L polk 1914151914 15 ruby E M hook-

er annabella inin thru the years sewersevier county Gmcentennialtennial history richfield utah sevier county
centennial committee 1947 p 99 james S emmett to E D woolley 14 october 1910 church
archives
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enough for grey however that such a life had once existed by
the time emmett died in hinckley in 1923 5919 grey had pub-
lished several tributes direct and indirect to the man he had
loved their number their range and their typicality amongst
greys fiction are evidence that emmett was indeed the man who
influenced him most

hinckley59ffincklcy ward general record 1923 p 969
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mischievous puck and the mormonscormonsMormons
1904 1907

davis bitton and gary L bunker

from the inception of mormonism to well into the twentieth
century mormonscormons and their beliefs were cartoonedcartoon ed and caricatured
unmercifully in the twentieth century reed smoots successful
senatorial candidacy revived the cartoonists interest in mormon-
ism did the ensuing cartoons defuse some of the animosity in-
tensify antipathy or leave mixed effects how did the cartoon
portrayal of mormonism during this period compare with the pre
manifesto representations an analysis of cartoons from puck one
of the most popular and humorous of the illustrated weeklies in
america which overlapped the nineteenth and twentieth centuries
throws some light on these questions

by the opening years of the twentieth century mormonism
was no longer the inflammatory public issue it had been in the
1870s and 1880s the issuance of the manifesto by president wilf-
ord woodruff pacified the public ire at least for a while to be
sure the local gentile press viewed the manifesto with skepticism
and mormon gentile tension continued in utah still the mani-
festo ushered in a period of relative peace sufficient to secure
utahs statehood in 1896 and to quiet to some extent the stac-
cato attacks of the national media that had persisted over the pre-
vious half century there were exceptions to this mood of course
the flurry of excitement over the B H roberts case in
1898 1900 1 the revival of anti mormon propaganda around 1910
and between those dates the senate hearings over the seating of
reed smoot which extended from 1904 to 1907 all of these and
other events in utah provoked news articles editorials and illus-
trationstrations though the popular press was negative enough it did
not generally carry the bitterness of the pre manifesto era it seem-
ed that some of the old venom was spent both roberts and

davis bitton isis professor of history at the university of utah gary L bunker isis associateassociate professor
of psychology at brigham young university
this article isis partpanparbar of a larger project by the authors dealing with pictorialpictonalpic tonal images of mormonism
between 1830 and 1914

B H roberts was elected inin 1898 as a representative from utah to serve inin the united states
house of representatives however roberts polygamous relations led to his being denied a seat inin
congress by a vote of 268 to 50 secseeseesec davis bitton rhethe B H roberts case 1898 1900 utah
hivoricalhistorical quarterly 25 u2nuaryjanuary 195727461957271957 27 46
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smoot often appeared as clowns rather than as representatives of a
sinister threatening organization and there was a willingness to
indulge some mild spooningspoofingspoofing of the mormonscormonsMormons quite different in
tone from the most virulent antiandiantl mormonism of the preceding
century 2

one of the most valuable examples of the new strain of picto-
rial representations of mormonscormons is found in puck published in
new york since 1877 53 it had started as a german publication but
within a year was appearing in english henry cuyler bunner pro-
duced most of the written commentary and joseph keppler the
founder did many of the lithographs for the weekly until his
death in 1894 what fools these mortals be was the motto
and sharp satire the magazines trademark it was without peer
among the humorous illustrated weeklies of its time although the
san francisco wasp thethejudgejudge and life all had their moments

pucks earlier representations of mormonism were not always
gentle although it must be said that other religions were also tar-
gets in 1877 puck published one of its most popular cartoons ir-
reverently poking fun at brigham youngs death other cartoons
invidiously symbolized mormonscormons as snakes or black crows in
uncle sams eagles nest and dressed mormonscormons in turkish cos-
tumes such satirical cartoons coupled with slashing political and
literary criticism combined to make the magazine popular its cir-
culationcu lation was nearly 90000 during the nineties not counting the
monthly and quarterly versions that republished the best from
puck As it entered the twentieth century the magazine was well
established and with a different cast of editors and artists it was
ready to take on the foolish mortals of the new century

after the turn of the century and within the four year period
of the smoot senate hearings fifteen cartoons about mormonscormons ap-
peared in puck ironically although they were doubtless stimulated
by the smoot publicity only one of them dealt directly with
smoot this cartoon the sole exception to the more tolerant if
condescending mood of twentieth century puck towards the mor
mons appeared on 27 april 1904 with joseph keppler jr as the

on the basis of a content analysis of magazine articles jan shipps has coculoculatedcalculatedcoculatedlated that the image
of mormonism was still negative during the generation following the manifesto secscesecsee from satyr to
saint american attitudes toward the mormonscormonsMormons 186019601860 1960 paper presented at the 1973 meeting
of the organization of american historians she did not however attempt to measure fluctuations
within the period with any precision and her categories did not allow her to recognize treatments
that as we have found though still negative were but mild ridicule rather than biting criticism

secscesecsee frank L mott A history of american magazines 186518851865 1885 5 vols cambridge mass
harvard university press 1938 3520 32
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cartoonist see illustration 1 kepplersKepplers cartoon was closer in spir-
it to some of the more hostile cartoons of nineteenth century
puck entitled the real objection to smoot it showed the sen-
ator being wound up with a key by the larger bearded mormon
hierarchy lurking behind the scenes and draped with polygamy
mountain meadows massacre resistance to federal authority
murder of apostates mormon rebellion and blood atonement
this was not too gentle

more typical of the period however was the spoospooringspoofingspoeringspooningspooringfing of a po-
lygamy now seen as more amusing than threatening even though
the cartoonist S ehrhart a prolific contributor to puck was best
known for his caricatures of the apish faced irish immigrant and
the light fingered negronegro14 144 he was just as comfortable with the
theme of the much married mormon his approach was the same
for all of these minorities whether irish negro or mormon the
unpopular were deftly reduced to unattractive stereotypes his first
of four mormon cartoons during the new century was a full page
color feature on pucks cover for 20 april 1904 see illustration 2

ehrhartsEhrharts lighter touch was characteristic of the cartoons about the
mormonscormons which followed in puck

cartoons about mormonism in puck capitalized on the inevi-
table complexities introduced by polygamy two main humorous
devices were used 1 special technological inventions for mor
mons and 2 a tongue in cheek analysis of human relations with-
in the social structure of polygamy let us first look at the inven-
tions

inventing special devices for mormonscormons was not really a new
idea artists of the previous generation had pictured huge mul-
tiple baby buggies an automatic bathing and dressing machine for
the seemingly countless mormon children oversized containers of
paregoric for ailing mormon families and even decorative porce-
lain and bric a brac in the large economy utah size on 21 june
1905 pucks first twentieth century invention for mormonism ap-
peared a very fat mormoncaseMormon case watch for the utah jewelry
trade see illustration 3 in its closed position it was like other
watches except for its unusual thickness in its open position out
came the portraits of several wives the last of course being the
youngest and most attractive

4willi2m4wllllam murrellmunell A history of american graphic humor 1865 1938 12 vols new york coop-
er square publications 1967 2.90290
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the following year saw the conception of three more inven-
tions the new age of motor cars led the comic artist louis M
glackens to create for publication the automormonAuto mormon expressly
designed for family use in utah see illustration 4 A vener-
able patriarch was at the wheel while behind in seven rows of
seats were enough wives and children to make up a veritable con-
gregationgregation on the automobiles front was the model name a most
fitting appellation the smoot

even cupid could not be content with the old fashioned bow
and arrow in mormondom instead he now needed a machine
gun see illustration 5 the poor defenseless man is shown being
hit by a whole volley of arrows with a dozen or more women
standing behind the rapid fire weapon what makes this cartoon
interesting is the substitution of the image of anxious mormon fe-
males in pursuit for the more usual stereotype of the amorous
mormon male this clever creation appeared 28 march 1906

the attempt to provide mormonscormons with new devices continued
in the cartoon holding hands in utah 22 august 1906 in
which the bearded husband manipulates a multiple hand apparatus
that reaches out to his various wives see illustration 6 note the
proximity of the younger wives to the contented old gentleman
and the baleful looks of the older more remotely positioned
spouses the allegedly favored status of younger wives was a favor-
ite cartoon theme

the second major strategy of the puck humorists was to con-
centratecen trate on polygamous human relations the entire sequence of
courting wedding and honeymoon and the subsequent problems
of marriage were satirically treated pestering mothers in law for-
getting anniversaries forgetting family members names caring for
sick children during the night these situations which had long
been exploited in the comic portrayal of marriage and family life
were magnified and given new life by polygamy

two cartoons with courtship themes were published in 1906
the first a full page color cartoon entitled midsummer night
dreams which appeared on 25 july showed various styles of
courtship in different cities see illustration 7 in proper boston
the couples held hands at a proper distance in philadelphia it was
a more tender and closer situation the young mans arm around
his sweetheart in chicago where women were thought to be bra-
zen she was attacking the delighted youth at the divorce colony
in dakota the reno or las vegas of 1906 two couples were
seated side by side with an ingenious switching of spouses salt
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lake city not surprisingly completed the varied picture of love
american style by showing the young man being kissed and nuz-
zled from three sides A few months later another cartoonist al-
bert levering chose a proposal scene portraying a bearded mor-
mon suitor on his knees assuring his prospective bride my dear
there isnt the slightest doubt twelve can live as cheaply as one

courtship of course eventually led to the wedding altar L

M glackens 18 april 1906 used this setting to contrive one of
the wittiest images in the history of cartooningcartoon ing mormonscormons see il-
lustration 8 there was striking incongruity between the caption

A quiet wedding in utah there were present only thebhe immedi-
ate families of the bride and groom and the drawing depicting a
capacity crowd filling not only the main floor of a large hall but
the two balconies as well juxtaposing two incompatible thoughts
verbal and visual glackens created what arthur koestler has
called bisociative shock the essence of humor 5

if mormon courtship was sometimes idealized by imaginative
illustrators the images of marriage among the mormonscormons redressed
the imbalance even the honeymoon was beset with problems on
16 may 1906 fred E lewis drew a chagrined newly married mor-
mon couple at the train unexpectedly joined by the husbands oth-
er wives who said this makes your fifth wedding trip pa and
as weve only had one apiece we thought wed come along with
you and tootsie wootsie

the mother in law theme was not very original either in gen-
eral or for mormonscormons in particular however it was then as now
effective material for the humorist ehrhart drew a polygamist hus-
band seated on the porch surrounded by eight attractive happy
wives coming up the walk toward the house are several militant
crotchety older women befitting the mother in law stereotype
dropping the newspaper the daily bigamist in amazement the
husband says shades of joseph smith what the 11 in
gentle chorus his wives reply only a surprise for you dearie

our mothers have come to spend a month with us see illustra-
tion 9

another old theme was refurbished and returned to action
brigham young had often been the subject of earlier cartoons
poking fun at his supposed inability to recognize one of his wives
or children 6 alexander graham bells telephone by now a stan

arthur koeKOCkoestlerseierSElerstier the act of creation new york dell publishing company 1975 ppap 919291 92
for an early version of this theme secseesce harpers weekly 21 february 1857 1I1 am told by an eye-

witness of the scene that brigham walking down the street a few days since met a little boy rc
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dard part of american life supplied a new social context for an
old idea the office boy announced your wife wants you on the
phone sir the proverbial mormon seated at his desk and sur-
rounded by pictures of wives numbers one through eight answers
boy how many times must I1 tell you to get the name and num-

ber of the person who calls up see illustration 10 clutter on
the desk and the office floor adds to the negative image

thirty years of illustrating mormonscormons off and on in puck ended
with the seating of senator reed smoot in 1907 three cartoons
during the last year of the smoot hearings put their final touches
on the mormon image the first published on 9 january 1907
parodied polygamy by having elder studdorsestudhorseStuddorse invite a friend to
his silver tin and wooden wedding anniversaries within a two
week period see illustration 11 the surname studdorsestudhorseStud dorse bor-
rowed by ehrhart from one of albert leverings earlier cartoons
served as an obvious collective symbol for lust studhorse to
characterize the stereotyped mormon behavior pattern other mor-
mon names in the cartoons elder muchmore elder heaper
holmes elder holikussHol ikuss mr mormondubMormondub obadiah tootsie
wootsie and elder saltlakeSalt lake did not carry the same connotation
of lust but did help to turn their subjects into figures of ridicule
similar motives were responsible for the labeling of other minority
groups eg rastus aunt Jerjemimanima and sambo 7

on 13 march 1907 J S pughe presented a heavysetheavy set cane in
hand apologetic mormon male at the door of wife no 5 at 1130
pm only in utah would obadiahsObadia hs explanation for coming
home so late be plausible whooping cough measles teething
mumps and twins the final cartoon inspired by the forthcom-
ing halloween celebration appeared on 23 october 1907 with
the help of halloween folklore gordon grant the artist saw an-
other chance to make light of polygamy on the halloween
night if one holds up a candle and looks in a mirror the face of
ones future husband or wife will be seen 8 sure enough an eager

turning from the mountainside with a few cows which he had been herding struck with some-
thing in his appearance the prophet stopped and called out here sonny tell me now whose son
you arcare the little curly headed urchin answered ma tells me im brother youngs son but you
ought to know who I1 am the seer knew not his own child

sec E B palmorePalpai morc ethnophaulisms and ethnocentrism american journal of sociology 67 oanuanjan-
uary 1962442 45 and wilmoth A carter nicknames and minority groups phylon 5 third
quarter 1944241194424145 45

several other variations of this theme were part of the folklore of the day for example if you
stand in front of a2 mirror at twelve oclock on halloween the man you arcare to marry will look over
your left shoulder wayland hand cd north carolina folklore 7 vols durham north carolina
duke university press 1961 6599
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mormon male with candle in hand stood in front of a mirror full
of attractive youthful female faces the cartooningcartooning of mormonscormons
in puck ended on a familiar theme

what were the overall effects of mischievous puck were
mormon gentile tensions increased or was there evidence of accom-
modationmodation based in part on a comparative analysis of cartoons in
nineteenth century puck we believe that the effects of puck were
mixed on the one hand there is evidence of a reduction in ten-
sion and a guarded accommodation on the other hand there are
also elements of apprehension even hostility as popularly held
stereotypes were distilled in picture form by cartoonists of national
stature let us first look at the evidence in favor of accom-
modationmodation

twentieth century puck cartoons of mormonscormons were on the
whole less polemical less serious and less personal than those of
the preceding generation with the one exception already noted
there was little advocacy of political or social action against the
mormonscormonsMormons rather than treating the specifics of the smoot case
these cartoonists were content to deal with the generalized
though mythical mormon this was a significant departure from
the explicit support found in many earlier puck illustrations for
legislative executive and judicial sanctions against the mormonscormonsMormons
if the more lightheartedlight hearted spirit of the twentieth century cartoons
was not necessarily a manifestation of outright goodwill neither
was it as heavy as the humor of the past which had emphasized
some of the more destructive elements of the image of mormonscormons
the subversive hostile autocratic and lascivious mormon other
components otof these older stereotypes were perpetuated though as
a rule not nearly so blatantly mormonscormons were more laughable
more harmless the mormon as buffoon was at least to some de-
gree more socially assimilable than the mormon as destroying an-
gel or danite only one personalized pictorial attack appeared in
the pages of the puck of the new century see illustration 1 as
opposed to several instances in the previous century A reduction
in the number of polemical serious and personalized cartoons in
twentieth century puck combined with the disappearance in puck
of cartoons with mormon themes after the seating of smoot pro-
vide some evidence for accommodative concessions by the national
press 9

there is also some possibility that relanrelativelyi vly nonhostilcnonhostile cartoons may have inhibited some ag-
gressiongression against the mormonscormonsMormons some contemporary empirical evidence supports the general idea see
robert A baron and rodney L ball the aggression I1inhibitingnhibinaibi 6 ng influence of nonhostile humor
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but it would be a mistake to consider the new centuryscenturys ca-
ricaturerica ture of the mormonscormons in puck as innocuous koestler has re-
minded us that among the indispensable characteristics of most
humor is an impulse however faint of aggression or appre-
hension which may be manifested in the guise of malice deri-
sion the veiled cruelty of condescension or merely as an absence
of sympathy with the victim of the joke 10 inherent in the comic
treatment of mormonscormons was a mood of condescension humor con-
tinued to set mormonscormons apart as a distinct cultural some even sug-
gested racial species such a difference has been the major pretext
for prejudice from the beginning of time to be sure humor
dressed the hostility in culturally acceptable clothing protecting
the creator and the consumer from charges of malicious intent
but what was thought by many to be benign humor as in the
case of the sambo and minstrel images portraying blacks was ac-
tually profound tragedy if the cost exacted from mormonscormons for
being so pictured was not so great as for blacks the dynamics
were the same

even when the motives of the illustrator were essentially ben-
evolentevolent the reader would normally extract meaning from the car-
toon consistent with his values and experience now most peoples
direct experience with mormonscormons had been slight but for several
decades they had been bombarded by anti mormon images condi-
tioning them in a tradition of stereotypic thinking for most
people complex categories of thought about mormonscormons or mor-
monism simply were not available and the cartoon emphasis on
cultural peculiarity did not require complex thinking or subtle dif-
ferentiation they could be and doubtless were read according to
the existing simplistic and distorted images of mormonscormonsMormons

pucks twentieth century influence was thus a curious mixture
of gradual accommodation and the perpetuation of some time
honored stereotypes of mormonscormonsMormons puck amused and entertained
thousands in its time although some of the humor was first rate
and brought pleasure even to some mormonscormonsMormons it also brought dis-
gust and pain mischievous puck was just that mischievous

journal of experimental siaisocialsial psychology 10 january 19741231974251974123331974233319742333 of course there were significant
exceptions to a2 more accommodative humor especially at the local level the salt lake tribune was
as polemical serious and personalized as ever it was easier then as now to be benevolent at a dis-
tancetancttance one must also remember the other side of the coin A chosen people is probably inspiring
for the chosen to live among it is not so comfortable for outsiders to live etithwithttith wallace stegner
the gathering ofzionof zion new york mcgraw hill 1971 p 24

kocstlcrwkoestlcr the act of creation p 52

cf joseph boskin sambo the national jester in the popular culture in gary B nash and
richard weisswelss cded the great fear race in the mind of america new york holt rinchartrinehart and
winston 1970 ppap 165 85
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what crime have I1 been guilty offof
edward partridges letter to an

estranged sister

edited by warren A jennings

on 4 february 1831 edward partridge hatter was called to
serve as the first mormon bishop revelation said of him that his
heart is pure before me for he is like unto nathanael of old in
whom there is no guile dacd&c 4111 partridge had been in the
church less than two months having been baptized by joseph
smith in the seneca river at fayette new york on 11 december
1830 though partridge could not know this at the time his ex-
pression of conversion as the following letter proves drove a
wedge between him and many of his relatives

partridge was born in pittsfield berkshire county massachu-
setts on 27 august 1793 the son of william and jemima par-
tridge apparently he had a number of brothers and sisters the
federal census of 1830 shows that william partridge then in his
seventies had residing in his household four males in their
twenties and two females in their thirties at sixteen edward was
apprenticed to a hatter at twenty he became disgusted with the
religious world and for the next fifteen years he was a seeker
sometime during this period he moved to painesvillegainesvillePainesville ohio where
he became a restorationist and a follower of sidney rigdon who
baptized him into the campbellite church in 1828

he was prospering at his trade when the first mormon mis-
sionariessionaries stopped in the western reserve in the fall of 1830 on
their way to missouri partridge was captivated by what he heard
and set out with rigdon for new york to investigate the new re-
ligion and its prophet he was converted his religious search was
over he would be an observer and participant in many of the ex-
citing and painful events the mormonscormons would endure during the
next decade he was tarred and feathered and forced to flee from
jackson county he saw some of his closest friends and associates
expelled or voluntarily withdraw from the church he suffered the
warfare in missouri and the ensuing expulsion and he saw the
tragic and tentative beginnings of settlement at nauvoo before he

warren jenningsJoin ings is professor of history at southwest missouri state university springfield missouri
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died from pleurisy on 27 may 1840 but his conviction that he
had found the true church never wavered his obituary in the
june 1840 issue of the times and seasons noted his life was one
continual exhibition of the sincerity of his religious beliefs and
perpetual evidence of his confidence in a future state of rewards
and punishments in view of which he always acted

the following letter contains evidence of this faith it also dis-
closes other aspects of partridges life and thought he was ob-
viously better educated than most of his contemporaries the
grammar and spelling are generally correct we have left them as
they appear in the original the expression is forceful much
more so when discussing religion than when commenting on
mundane matters and on one occasion at least he employs a lit-
erary quotation this letter also illustrates a common proselyting
practice of that period one which was developed perhaps more
highly by the mormonscormonsMormons since they tended to be pleadersplenderspleaders than
other denominations which tended toward revivalism of reasoning
from scriptural authority in the fashion of canonical lawyers line
upon line precept upon precept

this lengthy letter was written upon one side of a single sheet
of paper which was then folded to make its own envelope it was
composed over a period of days begun on october 12 it was not
postmarked at far west until october 30 though it was ad-
dressed to james partridge it was intended for emily dow a wid-
owed sister after whom edward had named one of his daughters
this copy was made from a photostat in the manuscript collec-
tion the state historical society of missouri columbia missouri

far west caldwell co mo oct L
12th 1837

dear brother james
I1 have directed this letter to you for fear sister emily would not take it

out of the office you will please to see that she has the reading of it I1 have
no objection to anyones seeing it I1 still live where I1 did when I1 wrote to you
last fall or winter I1 expect to move into the village this fall our town or city
is called far west it contains about 100loo buildings 6 stores a post office &cac
&cac br winW W phelps is post master the town platt has been consecrated
in part and I1 have the care of it for the benefit of the church I1 have reserved
a lot or two for you if you want them I1 hope that you will come up here as
soon as convenient and see us if you cannot make it convenient to tarry here

orders have come to this upper country to raise 1000 indians and also 150
or 200 volunteers among the whites all to go to florida to fight the semi

Williwilliamarn wines phelps 179218721792 1872 former editor of the evening and morning star was one of
the leaders in the move into caldwell county
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noles also of old volunteers one regiment is called to go 2 the officers of our
county both civil and military are mostly brethren we are measureablymeasureably en-

abled to organize according to the laws of men thus fulfilling one revelation
if you study law we want you here as a counsellor we have no lawyer here by
coming here to study you could be admitted at the bar much sooner than
you can there the name of our county is caldwell we have not had a frost
as yet hard enough to kill pumpkin vinesvines much of our corn was planted late
and might have been cut down by early frosts but a kind providence has or-
dered it otherwise corn is from 50 to 50 ctsacts pr bush and flour 4254.25425 pr
hund here wheat is for loo1.00100 in the settlements wages are high prospects
before us are as good as could be reasonably expected we are enjoying com-
fortablefor table health it is general time of health I1 may say that it has been a
healthy season remember us to our friends I1 subscribe myself as usual

your brother
edward partridge

far west caldwell co mo octoctaoct7 12th 1837

sister emily
many times I1 have been impressed upon to write you a letter since I1 last

called upon you to visit you but then I1 would think upon the coldness and
indifference yea the insulting manner with which you treated me at that time
and it would so dampen my feelings that I1 would neglect writing

but notwithstanding the neglect shown to me by you and other of my
near relations I1 am resolved to write for this hatred proves the saviors words
true that A mans foes shall be they of his own household or kinfolkskin folks
matt 1036110361056 1I here refer you to matthew loh10h10th chap 34th verse and to the

end of the chap he that receivethreceiveth a righteous man in the name of a right-
eous man shall receive a righteous mans reward matt 104111041 1I ask what
crime have I1 been guilty of that I1 could not be received at all neither as a
christian a righteous man or a natural brother 1 professed to be a disciple of
jesus christ a christian and this you was not ignorant of and yet you could
tell me when I1 called upon you to make a friendly visit that you had sent
me word that you did not wish to see me which by the by never got to my
ears or I1 should not have troubled you and further notwithstanding you
profess to be a follower of the meek and lowly jesus yet you actually did for-
bid me talking upon the subject of his holy religion in your house now I1

ask what have I1 done that makes you hate me I1 want you to remember that
he that habethhateth his brother is a murderer and that no murderer hath eternal life
abiding in him 111 enistepist of john 3ad3dd 1515thth

at the time you forbade me talking upon the subject of christianity in
your house I1 had just quoted or was quoting the saviors words to nico-
demus where he said except a man be born of water and the spirit he can-
not enter into the kingdom of god uohnjohnbohn 35155135

As I1 was not permitted at that time to say any thing upon the subject I1

now feel to write upon it and first it appears evident that nicodemus had
faith in jesus for he testified saying we know that thou art a teacher come

these recruits were under the command of colonel richard gentry and suffered severe losses
including the death of their commanding officer at the battle of okecchobceokeechobee on christmas day
1837
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from god for no man can do these miracles that thou doest except god be
with him john 32132 notwithstanding this expression of faith jesus an-
swered and said unto him verily verily I1 say unto thee except a man be born
again he cannot see the kingdom of god john 33 here we discover that it
is necessary to be born again to see the kingdom of god and that too when a
person has faith in jesus the birth spoken of here is evidently the enlight-
ening influences of the spirit of god which all are enlightened with sooner or
later who arrive at the years of accountability the natural birth is coming
from darkness to light so with the spiritual the person comes from darkness
to light

the natural birth brings those born when they can see things as they are
so also with the spiritual birth it brings persons into the light of the spirit
which if followed will guide into all truth persons born of the spirit see
things in their true colors they can now see the kingdom of god and if they
will follow the light of that spirit they can enter in and be partakerspartakers of the
blessings of the kingdom even an inheritance there it certainly is one thing to
see a kingdom and an other thing to be a subject of that kingdom persons
might go in sight of newyorkNewyork or any other place they also might be much
elated and rejoice much at what they saw and yet never enter in and receive
an inheritance there

the savior proceeded and showed nicodemus how a man could enter the
kingdom after he had got in sight of it he said except a man be born of
water and the spirit he cannot enter into the kingdom of god john 35155135
the savior here makes use of a figure that is so plain that none need mistake
it he did not say except a man be baptized by water and the spirit he can-
not enter into the kingdom of god had he said baptized instead of born there
might have been room for cavil and also mistake

this was a point of great importance if the savior is to be credited for
here was a certain something to be attended to which if neglected would debar
a person from the kingdom of god hence the savior uses a figure to represent
baptism which cannot be denied amounts to emersion the figure is except a
man is born of water now to be born naturally is to come forth from a wo-
man so also to be born of water is to come forth from the water that is they
must be buried in the liquid grave even the water and this agrees with what
paul wrote to his roman brethren namely we are buried with him christ
by baptism into death rom 64164

again we have been planted together in the likeness of his death we shall
also be resurrected rome 61 chap v 515 the only conclusion that I1 can hon-
estly put upon the figures used by the savior and paul in the foregoing quota-
tions is that those who come to years of accountability must be emersed in
and come forth from water or they cannot enter into the kingdom of god
you probably will now say to me as others have said before you then you be-
lieve baptism to be a saving ordinance do you I1 answer that I1 believe what
jesus said roto nicodemos was true and as he said that no man could enter
into the kingdom of god without being born of water and the spirit so it
must stand and if you do not like the doctrine you must blame the savior
and not me for it is him that hath declared it I1 will assure you that if you
are filled with the spirit of christ you will not object to what he has laid
down as way marks to heaven I1 know that there are many at the present day
who profess to believe that there are things attached to the religion of christ
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such as baptism that are nonessential or not essential to salvation now I1 do
not believe that jesus ever commanded his disciples to do things that were
nonessential and we certainly know that he commanded them to be baptized
all such as believed and also said that men or adults must be born of water as
well as spirit to gain admittance into the kingdom of god the savior taught
that men should not live by bread alone but by every word which proceedethproceedeth
forth outour of the mouth of god matt 44144

now if we ought to live by every word of god how careful should we be
and see if we have attended to every word spoken by him who never spoke in
vain I1 will now tell you what I1 believe to be nonessential and it is that
which causes many an honest soul to mourn before god on accuntaccount of the di-
visions amongst the professors of religion at the present day not knowing
what the difficulty is or where it lies and this is the thing the teaching of
the commandments of men for the doctrines of christ the traditions and su-
perstitions of men that clash with the word of god are the things which are
nonessential and ought to be thrown aside the savior cautioned the people to
enter into the strait gate because said he strait is the gate and narrow the
way which leadeth to life and few there be that find it matt 7141714 this
being the case how carefullcarefullycarefull should we be and search the written word to see
that we miss not the gate nor any of the way marks and surely there are
many pointed out in the new testament it is said in the book of mormon
that repentance and baptism is the gate by which ye should enter 2 nephi

1320113201520 the savior said not every one who saith unto me lord lord shall
enter into the kingdom of heaven but he that doethboeth the will of my father
who is in heaven matt 7211721 so that it is by doing the very things which
the lord requires that will gain us an admission into the kingdom of heaven
again he said to some in his day these things ye ought to have done and
not leave or have left the other undone matt 242312423242524251 there are those that do
many good works but leave others which are equally necessary undone

on the day of penticost the apostle peter preached to the multitude who
had assembled to see and hear the strange things which had taken place and
while he was preaching they were pricked to the heart

what pricked them to the heart I1 answer truth why did truth prick
them to the heart more arat that time than it had done before for truth was
just as much truth before as it was at that time because god poured out his
spirit upon them and his spirit convinced them of the truth and that is one
of its offices to guide into truth they now believed that jesus whom they
had crucified was truly the christ the savior of the world they were born
again they began to see that christ was about to set up his kingdom yea they
saw the kingdom of god and they cried out to the apostles men and breth-
ren what shall we do acts 23712372572571 peter who had had the keys of the kingdom
of god confcenteredbredered upon him immediately answered them saying repent and be
baptized every one of you in the name of jesus christ for the remission of
sins and ye shall receive the gift of the holy ghost acts 2381238258 we find
that those who gladly received his word were baptized and had the promise of
the gift of the holy ghost notwithstanding they had been previously born
again or so enlightened by the spirit and word of god as to be enabled to see
the kingdom of god

I1 have shown the way into the kingdom of god by the saviors own words
and now it may be profitable to compare some of his sayings respecting the
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kingdom itself and first we frequently find in the testimony concerning
jesus and his sayings expressions like these the kingdom of heaven is at hand
the kingdom of god is nigh unto you &cac &cac the savior confcenteredbredered the keys
of the kingdom of heaven upon peterperer matt 16h16th chap 18 & 19 verses keys
signifies something to lock and unlock with again to explain things when
the savior was about to leave his disciples it was his will to appoint peter to
take the lead and also to confer upon him power to open the door into the
kingdom which he was about to set up or establish among the children of
men and also power to bring forth the word of the lord unto the people
yea to unfold the hidden mysteries of the kingdom of heaven to the in-
habitants of that age there are certain things necessary to establish a kingdom
there must of necessity be a king and many officers commissioned by the
king to see to the affairs of the kingdom and there must also be subjects as
well as officers to form a kingdom now we will look at the order of the
kingdom of god jesus after his resurrection spoke to his disciples saying all
power is given unto me in heaven and in earth go ye therefore and teach all
nations baptizing them &cac matt 2828thh chap vs 18 191igl19 here we have the tes-
timony of the savior of the world that all power both in heaven and on the
earth was given to him consequently he had power to confer authority on
whom he would and according to the above quotation from matt and also
what is recorded in the 1616thh chap of mark 115th5hah verse and to the end of the
chap he did empower his apostles to build up the kingdom of god

in the kingdom of god there is perfect order to be observed as we may
learn from the 4949thh verse of the 24th241h of luke for notwithstanding the apostles
were commissioned by the savior to go into all the world and build up the
kingdom of god yet they were commanded roto tarry at jerusalem till a certain
something took place and that was they were to be endowed with power from
on high even to be baptized with the holy ghost and then they were to be-
gin their work at jerusalem by preaching repentance and remission of sins
and from that startingstarring point in all the world luke 2424thh chap 2727thhverseaverseverse 53 also
acts ist chap 9 first verse

the apostles had power to confer authority upon others for we find that
many were set apart for the ministry and that timothy in particular had a
certain gift or gifts bestowed upon him by the laying on of the apostles
hands how far this authority was continued in the church down the stream
of time I1 am not able precisely to determine but I1 have no hesitancy in
saying that the authority was lost by the time the bishop of rome declared
himself universal bishop or pope and I1 think almost all protestants will agree
with me on this point and if the church of rome has lost the authority of
god I1 ask what authority have the protestants surely they have received what
authority they have from the church of rome now if we admit that the au-
thority of the church of rome is good even then the authority of the protes-
tants is not good for they have been excommunicated from and by the church
of rome and if it was done by good authority then of course they have no
authority to act so that let the authority of the church of rome be either
good or bad it leaves the protestants in the same dilemma having no authority
from god to build up his kingdom I1 know that the baptists claim that they
are an exception saying that they have come round and not through the
church of rome but this they cannot substantiate

5thisthisathis is an error partridge was referring to the 47th verse
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according to scripture the church was to apostatize and go into the wilder-
ness and that in the due time of the lord he was roto set his hand the second
time to recover his people

now in showing the situation of the world at this time I1 do not say that
there are not many who honestly think that they have authority to build up
the kingdom of god and are striving with their might to do it but their
honesty and faithfulness will not give them the power until they can obtain it
in a legal way to illustrate my idea let us bring up a case in our own govern-
ment for instance a couple wish to get married they go to a man who isis not
authorized by law to solemnize marriage yet he is equally capable with those
who are they stand up before him and he repeats the very words that are nec-
essary for a magistrate or clergyman to say to them yet if they cohabit togeth-
er they live in adultery according to our law to confer authority seems to be a

very small thing yet small as it is it is necessary to the preservation of order
in all good governments there is two ways to obtain authority to build up
the kingdom of god and they arcare these either direct from god or by the lay-
ing on of the hands of those who have authority the authority from god I1

say has been lost for ages consequently the religious world have divided and
subdivided untill the sects have become almost innumerable scarce two individ-
uals among the whole who see precisely eye roto eye the prayer of the savior
was that his disciples might be one I1 ask can so many sects ever be one un-
der so many heads or leaders I1 say they surely cannot such a diversity of
opinions and sects looks very much like a babylon and there is a command in
the revelations of john to come out of her my people that you be not parta
kers of her sins and of her plagues rev 1841184

now I1 say that god has set his hand the second time to recover his
people that he has sent forth angels and commissioned men once more to
build up his kingdom and the saviors words will be fulfilled in these last
days where he said this gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in all the
world for a witness unto all nations and then shall the end come matt 24th241h

chap 14th14h verse I1 have now briefly gone through the subject 1 I might have
enlarged but being confined to a letter I1 have necessarily been very short I1

have shown that in all the religious world god has not had a kingdom on
the earth for ages untill of latelare he has commissioned from on high men to
build up his kingdom again on the earth and that too for the last time lest
you may think that I1 am uncharitable and would fain damn all who have lived
for ages I1 will tell you what I1 believe about it I1 believe that all who deal just-
ly love mercy and walk humbly with god yea all who live to the light they
have it will be well with them whether professor or nonprofessornon professor I1 also be-
lieve that all who wilfully deny the truth pervert the word of god love the
world more than they love god or the principles of righteousness that hate
their brethren and in short all who do not live to the light they have and
continue so to the end of their days will be damned whether professor or
nonprofessornonprofessor

I1 feel for one resolved to gain heaven even the third heaven in the end if
it isis at the loss of all things here below and I1 would gladly meet you and all
my earthly connexionsconnex ions there but I1 cannot even hope to meet you there unless
you have a greater regard for me hereafter than you had when I1 saw you last
we must love god with all our hearts and our neighbors as ourselves if we
expect to be saved in the kingdom of god it is a truth that god has one and
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not many ways to save people in his kingdom and that way is as different
from other ways as the national road differs from other roads4 and the way
to the kingdom of heaven may be as clearly pointed out understood and the
difference from others known as well by those who arearc willing to walk there-
in as that road is from other roads and surely that is so plain that a wayfaring
man though a simpleton can not mistake the way when once he has gotten
into it

your testament to me has been such that I1 cannot fellowship you still I1

regard you as a sister your unchristian conduct towards me I1 hate and unless
you repent and I1 learn the fact I1 should be under the necessity of passing by
however painful it might be to me and not call upon you if I1 were to pass
through the town where you live I1 really wish that you had regard enough for
me to write me a letter although my brothers and sisters and blood relations
are numerous yet for near seven years past I1 have not received a letter from
any of them save my brother james H by this neglect I1 learn in some degree
the regard they have for me for did they love me and believe as they profess
to that I1 was deluded led away and had embraced a false religion they cer-
tainly would try to reclaim me by showing me my error or at least trying if
you or any of them will show me that I1 am in error that is have embraced a
false religion I1 certainly will forsake it for truth I1 am resolved to stick to for
I1 know that that is what I1 shall need in a coming day it is that which will re-
main the same though the earth should pass away yea notwithstanding the

wreck of matter and the crush of worlds5worlds5 take place the soul that sticks to
truth will like it remain steadfast and immovable

I1 would rejoice if my brothers and sisters would carry on a friendly corre-
spondencespondence with me and if we not see eye to eye in the things of religion let
us try to enlighten each other that perhaps we may hereafter let us follow
the spirit of truth and it will guide us into all truth let us examine ourselves
carefully and prayerfully and see if we have hitherto lived by every word of
god and if we find that we have not let us double our diligence and be re-
solved like joshua of old As for me and my house we will serve the lord
uoshuajoshuadoshua 241512415 let us remember that it costs just as much to build an house
upon the sand as it does upon a rock and if we are so unfortunate as to build
upon a sandy foundation surely when the rain descends and the floods come
and the winds blow and beat upon our house it must fall and great will be
our loss yea it will be an irreparable loss

I1 now must draw my letter to a close what I1 have written I1 have writ-
ten and I1 hope that it may be profitable unto you I1 surely have written out
of the purest of motives and with the best of feelings I1 will not say by you as
you did by me that you did not wish me to call and see you but I1 say this if
you can ever make it convenient to call upon me I1 will endeavor to treat you
as well as I1 know how to and make you as comfortable as my circumstances
will permit if you have ought against me be good enough to make it known
to me and I1 will endeavor to make you satisfaction I1 now propose the follow-
ing questions to you for you to reflect upon and answer if you feelfeetgeel willing
first are you sure that you are not building your hopes of heaven upon a

begun in 1806 and known as the cumberland road this was the first federally financed high-
way it ran westward from cumberland maryland to illinois

joseph addison cato act 5 sc 1 line 28 crush should read crashcrash
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sandy foundation secondly have you no desire to make me some satisfaction
for the way and manner you have treated me or thirdly are you willing to
meet me at the bar of god with a heart not willing to receive a friendly visit
from me your natural brother in this world on account of my religion
fourthly are you willing to die without being born of water by being
emersed and that too by one who has authority from god to do it fifthly
do you candidly believe that I1 have embraced a false religion if so sixthly
will you be good enough to show me the true religion of jesus christ

I1 now feel that I1 have discharged my duty to you and whether you heed
or not what I1 have written I1 believe that I1 can go down to my grave in peace
that you will not be able in the day of judgementjudgement to rise up and condemn
me for not having done my duty to you while I1 continue to pray for you so
I1 bid you farewell

edward partridge
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does family size affect
academic achievement

phillip R kunz
evan T peterson
gail W peterson

though increasing modifications of thought and behavior re-
garding the importance of the family abound in the united states
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints has stressed the
importance of family life since its inception in a time when mar-
riage and family solidarity are being questioned as important val-
ues by many groups in the social spectrum numerous mormon
couples have expressed increasing pressures to modify their tradi-
tional beliefs and decrease their family size as part of their own
personal solution to growing world problems not only has gov-
ernment pressure been applied in various parts of the world
against larger families but public magazines and professional jour-
nals alike have generally reported the need for small families in
contemporary society as an answer to the population explosion
especially where this concern for space and resources relates to
matters of education

one of the more popular arguments for that stance suggests
that children in small families perform better academically because
of the intensity of their interaction with their parents this posi-
tion argues that intensity of interaction is demonstrated by paren-
tal involvement in the childs study leading directly to higher
achievement on the part of the child it further suggests that with
the increase in the number of children comes a diminution of
adult child interaction and subsequently a lower achievement level
for the children of larger families

in a recent article in which the relationship of family size and
the wellbeingwell being of its members were discussed james lieberman in-
dicated that

in 1964 the presidential task force on manpower conservation
found that about 70 percent of selective service rejects came from
families of four children or more though only 33 percent of the na-
tions children came from such families A further breakdown

phillip R kunz and evan T peterson arcare both professors of sociology at brigham young univer-
sity gail W peterson formerly director of the editorial department at BYU press now teaches at
american fork highfligh school american fork utah
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showed that 47 percent of the rejects came from the 11 percent of
the children who were members of families with six or more off-
spring interpretation of these results is difficult because large family
size and poverty were associated and could not be separated for anal-
ysis 1

though liebermanbermanlebermanUe did point out the inadequacy of the data be-
cause proper statistical control of socioeconomic status was not
possible his inclusion of the example above as one demonstrating
how family size affects children is not warranted without such a
control the data have little meaning

furthermore we can find conflict even among family research-
ers who study the effects of family size and intelligence joe wray
states that the effects of family size on intelligence which he re-
ports as an inverse relationship cannot be justified in terms of so-
cial class differerences 2 but darwin thomas in reexamining the
same data concludes that social class does account for the differ-
ence 53 robert zajonc suggests that in order to have brainier chil-
dren couples should keep them few and far between 4 his re-
search has recently been reported widely in the scientific as well as
the popular media he argues that the average intellectual environ-
ment decreases as infants join a family thus if the father and
mother each have an IQ of 100 and a child is born the average
family IQ would decrease markedly assuming the child would
have only an IQ of 20 or 30 or so by the time the second child
was born the first child would raise his IQ a bit but the second
child would be born and as a consequence the average would de-
crease with each additional child while his data comes from a
large group the additional IQ differences of 100 and 100.51005 which
he cites as an example would not be significant

other researchers have pointed out that academic achievement
is not a function of family size 5

ae1eE james Uelebermanliebermanberman A case for the small family PRB selection no 32 the population
reference bureau inc washington DC april 1970

joe D wray MDM D population pressure on families family size and child spacing reports
on populationlfamilypopulationfamilyPopulation Family planning a publication of the population council august 1971

darwin L thomas family size and personal welfare an analysis of conformity religiosity
and self esteem preliminary draft washington statestare university february 1972

robert B zajonc dumber by the dozen psychology today 8 january 197537431975371975 37453743574537 43
ajJ5j B higgins E W reed and S C reed intelligence and family size A paradox res-

olved eugenics quarterly 9 june 1962841962 84 KF kennertkennett and A J croplcycropleyCrop lcy intelligence family
size and socioeconomicsocio economic status journal of biosocial science 12 july 19702273619702271970 2273622756227 36 R B cattell
the fate of national intelligence test of a thirteenthincenthirtcen year prediction eugenics review 42

19501361950 136 P R kunz and E T petersonPcterson family size and academic achievement of persons
enrolled inin high school and the university social biology 20 december 1973454591973454197545459197319751975454454 59
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considering the difficulties of arriving at any solid conclusions
when faced with such a variety of ideas and interpretations of
data we undertook the following study in an attempt to provide
more information regarding this problem we will examine the
relationship of family size and school achievement and in addition
to family size we will hold constant the effects of socioeconomic
status sex and church membership

it may be argued that parents who have few children would
not only be able to provide more resources of an economic nature
but would also be in a position to offer more adult to child con-
tact assuming that such adult contact should promote better
grades on the other hand one may argue that a child who has
more sibsbibs will have more interaction with them including some
assistance with school problems which should then yield higher
grades the truth is that a student with a math problem today
may receive little or no help from a parent educated some years
ago without the new math

we expect that when we examine achievement in terms of
grades most of the variance can be explained in terms of social
class that is larger families are generally from the lower classes
and their class position would negatively affect the grades the chil-
dren receive one possible explanation for this phenomenon is
that high schools appear to be oriented toward the middle class
eg typically teachers and administrators are recruited from the

middle class or by definition they are upwardly mobile members
of the working class consequently there seem to be organization-
al factors inherent in the system that reduce the chances for the
lower class studentsstudent to obtain good grades

sex is reported to be an important factor in explaining differ-
ential high school grades female students have higher grade point
averages than male students however males do better than the fe-
males in the composite american college testing program ACT
scores 6 the effect of sex on academic achievement was therefore
controlled in this study

religion was also controlled in the current study because of the
reported religious differences in the areas of motivation and
achievement donald light and suzanne keller 1975 report dif-
ferencesferen ces in the dropout rates by religion and in involvement in
higher education but conclude that the religious differences are
not well understood 7

6amcricanamerican college testing program technical report for the ACT assessment program iowa
cirycitygryory iowa ACT publications 1973

donald light jr and suzanne keller Sociosociologylogy new york alfredalftedaifred A knopf 1975
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THE SAMPLE

we have reported the responses from 2926 male adolescents
and 3127 female adolescents n6053 from forty six different
high schools the sample approximates a cluster sample A cluster
sample represents data obtained from the boundaries of a series of
randomly selected geographic areas from which subsequently the
researcher might draw his respondents randomly or systematically
the operating plan in this instance was to obtain respondents
from high schools in all major regions of the united states how-
ever the sample turned out to be slightly biased in favor of the
intermountain west the northeastern portion of the country is
underrepresentedunderrepunderrep resented because of the interest of high school adminis-
trators in this research the refusal rate was lower than originally
anticipated only seven school districts declined the invitation to
participate in the research three of those districts were in the
northeast

in some cases all of the students who were invited to partici-
pate went into the school auditorium or gymnasium in other
cases the questionnaires were administered in the classrooms all
students were instructed how to complete the questionnaire
within each of the individual high schools the sample consisted
of either the total population in school that day or a cluster
sample selected from required classes such as english mathematics
or health

students reported their grades family size and information
which allowed analysis of social class fathers education occupa-
tion and source of income

social class was found to be important as a determinant of
grades as may be observed in the table which follows As the
table indicates the grade point average is related positively to so-
cial class with an upper class average of 2.90290290 middle class of 2.61261
and lower class of 2.44244 where a 4.00400 grade point average equals an

A these differences areasare as we would expect
A comparison of male female differences indicates that the fe-

male students in the upper and middle class do better than the
male students in those classes however this reverses for the lower
class generally all studies indicate better achievement for the fe-
male student in high school

while the differences are not statistically significant in general
the LDS students have an equal or higher GPA with the excep-
tion of the lower class males there mormonscormons fare badly protes
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THE relationship OF FAMILY
AND SCHOOL GRADE POINT AVERAGE BY

SOCIAL CLASS SEX AND RELIGION

upper class
2.90290

male
2.85285285

no religion catholic LDS protestant
2.81281 2.70270270 2.90290 2.86286286

small 2.83283283285 2.76276276 2.94294294 2.86286286

large 2.72272272 2.62262 2.86286286 2.88288

female
2.96296296

no religion catholic LDS protestant
2.93293295 2.83283283285 3.05305505 2.96296296

small 3.06306306506 2.90290 3.04304304504 2.96296296

large 2.55255255 2.71271 3.06306306506 2.94294294

middle class
2.61261

male
2.51251251

no religion catholic LDS protestant
2.50250250 2.43243243245 2.61261 2.50250250

small 2.48248248 2.44244244 2.63263263265 2.52252252

large 2.56256256 2.42242 2.59259259 2.47247247

female
2.70270270

no religion catholic LDS protestant

2552.55255 2.66266266 2.86286286 2.68268
small 2.59259259 2.72272272 2.88288288 2.70270270

large 2.46246246 2582.58258 2.84284284 2.64264
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lower class
2.44244244

male
2.48248248

no religion catholic LDS protestant
2.54254254 2.39239239259 2.27227227 2.57257257

small 2.49249249 2.39239239259 2.09209209 2.48248248

large 2.59259259 2.39239239259 2.38238238258 2.61261

female
2.70270270

no religion catholic LDS protestant
2.40240240 2.32232232252 2.43243243245 2.43243243245

small 2.80280 2.31231251 2.59259259 2.43243243245

largeurge 1.60160igo 2.33233235255 2.32232232 2.43243243245

indicates a significant difference

tantscants rate higher than catholics and all groups designated as reli-
gious are higher than those in the no religion category jews
were excluded from this phase of the study because the number in
our sample was too small to use

having noted the effects of class sex and religion controlled
variables we can now examine the effects of family size small
families were designated as those with five or fewer children and
large with six or more children in fifteen of the cells the small
family is associated with a higher GPA in two cells the GPA is
equal and in seven cells the larger families have the higher GPAs

when these differences for family size were statistically tested
however there were only two cells of family size which were dif-
ferent using a difference of means test the upper class females
with no religion and the lower class females with no religion

conclusion
we may conclude therefore that family size is not an impor-

tant determinant of grades achieved by high school students if a
couple should make a decision to limit the size of their family it
ought to involve reasons other than the academic achievement of
their children
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we suggest that much of the literature dealing with family
size as it may influence the sibsbibs needs to be more carefully exam-
ined while the data here examine family size only as it relates to
the achievement of grades the finding of no relationship between
grades and family size appears to be significant other variables
should also be examined to test the accuracy of statements made
by some proponents of the superior position of the small family
other preliminary findings from our data suggest that other varia-
bles will not be unlike that of achieved grades

different religions may respond in different manners but mor-
mon parents who are dedicated to the self actualizing of their chil-
dren could increase interpersonal contact and not set the family
aside or limit it for personal or economic gain president david
0 mckay once said

having children is a physical process by the experience but the ex-
perienceperi ence is a spiritual one as well it involves continuous self sacrifices
of many kinds possibly even the sacrifice of immediate financial
security it is through the choice of spiritual values where they
conflict with material values that true security is to be found 8

most mormon activities form a nucleus around the family and
perhaps such programs as the family home evening program and
others would allow a mormon couple to have more interpersonal
contact at least collective contact with family members even
though they have more children then the average couple

8daviddavidcdavid 0 mckay church news 19 february 1952 p 4
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an economic analysis of the
united order

L dwight israelsen

the physical scientist working in his laboratory conducts
carefully planned experiments under strictly controlled conditions
the data thus generated can be measured with remarkable preci-
sion the economist scientist on the other hand neither conducts
controlled experiments nor finds economic data readily available or
precisely measured the data problem is particularly acute in the
study of economic history where records are usually incomplete
inaccurate or nonexistent in light of these problems the discov-
ery of an experiment in alternative economic systems conducted
under semi controlled conditions and accompanied by a body of
high quality data is certainly rare if not unique

the mormon united order was such an experiment func-
tioning briefly in the great basin during the last quarter of the
nineteenth century the experiment stands as one of mankindsmankinds
most ambitious attempts to establish a utopian socioeconomic sys-
tem this paper deals with some economic aspects of that system
following a brief historical review the theory of producer coopera-
tives is employed to generate some hypotheses about the function-
ing and eventual failure of the order statements by brigham
young and other church leaders give us a second set of hypoth-
esesesek some following directly from stated goals of the united or-
der and others dealing with factors contributing to the failure of
the system the two groups of hypotheses are compared and con-
trastedtr and in the final section of the paper some preliminary re-
sults of an empirical study are presented

L dwight israelsen isis assistantassistant professor of economicseconomics at brigham young university
the funding for this project was provided by the department of economics brighambnghambangham young uni-
versity I1 am grateful to leonard J arrington church historian dean may senior historical asso-
ciateclate and the staff of the church historical department for their support and help enckerick R erick-
son assisted with the research richard kluckhohn did the computer work and dorisdons woodmanseewoodmansec
typed the manuscript

the 1874 united order also called the united order of enoch or second united order
should not be confused with the communitariancommunitanan system which functioned briefly inin ohio inin 1831
inin jackson county missouri 183118331831 1833 and inin modified form at far west missounmissourimissour inin 1838 this
earlier experiment isis referred to as the law of consecration and stewardship the order of
enoch or first united order
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A LOOK BACK

an explication of the complex strand of events which led to
the establishment of the united order of enoch is beyond the
scope of this paper 2 two causal threads however are so promi-
nently woven through the length of the strand that they deserve
mention here the first is the effort to achieve a oneness an
ideal christian community in which selfishness and greed would
be replaced with brotherly love and individualistic competitive
capitalism with order and unity in february 183118311851851 less than a year
after the organization of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints joseph smith announced the law of consecration and
stewardship a blueprint for the ideal community 53 the commu-
nitarianni tarian system operated briefly in 1831 at thompson ohio and
again during 1831 1833 in jackson county missouri A modified
form of the law of consecration was instituted at far west mis-
sourisouri inin 1838 these attempts to establish a utopian community
were thwarted by legal problems lack of support from the church
membership and mob violence which culminated in the death of
joseph smith in 1844 and the expulsion of the mormonscormons from
the midwest in 1846

within a decade of their arrival in the great basin church
members were once again asked to live the law of consecration
the consecration movement of the 1850s under the direction of
brigham young suffered a fate similar to that of the earlier
movement problems with legality of land ownership the threat of
a federal army marching on utah and unenthusiastic public re-
sponse to consecration combined to halt the experiment before it
had fairly begun 4

in the 1860s economic cooperation received new emphasis
with the establishment of cooperative mercantile and manufac-
turing enterprises not as radical an innovation as the stewardship
system the cooperatives were generally successful sometimes spec

the most comprehensive and thorough study of the history of the cooperative movement inin
hethe mormon church isis leonard J arrington feramorz Y fox and dean L may building the city
of god community and cooperation among the cormonsmormons salt lake city deseret book 1976 an-
other excellent and thorough study isis leonard J arrington great basin kingdom an economic hist-

ory odtheoftheof tlethe latter day saints 183019001830 1900 cambridge mass harvard university press 1958
seeiseesec arrington fox and may building the city ofgodof govgod chapter 2 arringtonarnngtonarrngton great basin king-

dom chapter 1 leonard J arrington early mormon commcommunitanamsmunitarianism the law of consecration
and stewardship western humanities review 71 april 195334136919533411953 541341341369369569 and hamilton gardner com-
munismmunismmanism among the mormonscormonsMormons quarterly journal of economics 37 november 19221341922 154134 74

4scescxasce arrington fox and may building the city of god chapter 4 and arrington great basin
kingdom chapter 5
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tacularlytabularly so model cooperatives were established at brigham city
in 1864 at spanish fork in 1867 and at lehi in 1868 zions co-
operative mercantile institution incorporated in 1868 quickly
emerged as the territorysterri torys most important wholesale store more
than 150 retail cooperatives and cooperative manufacturing enter-
prises were established during the late 1860s and early 1870s 5

the second main thread leading to the establishment of the
united order is the idea of group economic self sufficiency al-
though not explicitly stressed during the pre utah period the ap-
pearancepearance if not the fact of self sufficiency was a natural outcome
of the operation of the law of consecration and stewardship and
probably fueled the fires of discrimination already sparked among
non mormonscormons by the apparent clannishness of the mormon com-
munity in turn the general antagonism of their neighbors likely
led mormonscormons to seek a greater degree of group self sufficiency

if economic self sufficiency was desirable prior to 1847 it was
essential in the years following the arrival of the mormonscormons in the
great basin with practically no access to outside markets survi-
val itself dictated a high degree of economic cooperation and di-
rection the completion of the transcontinental railroad in 1869
though ending the economic isolation which had earlier threat-
ened their existence was not viewed by mormon leaders as an un-
mixed blessing the large numbers of gentiles flooding into the
territory would bring with them all the attitudes and institutions
of nineteenth century american capitalism the pursuit of profits
concentration of wealth and competitive individualism which
would inevitably follow the linkuplindup threatened to seriously erode
the bond of selflessness and brotherly love which held the mor-
mon social fabric together

the establishment of the united order then can be seen as
an effort to maintain group self sufficiency and to preserve group
identity in the face of increased pressures toward assimilation at
the same time the order was widely viewed by church leaders
and members as the means of realizing that oneness so long
awaited

the first united order was organized 9 february 1874 at st
george utah the last known church authorized branch of the

fortorwor a general discussion of the organiorganiurionorganizationerionUrionerlon of cooperative and manufacturing enterprises secseesce

arrington fox and may building the city of god chapter 5 arrington great basin kingdom
chapter 10 and hamilton gardner cooperation among the mormonscormonsMormons quarterly journal of eco-

nomicsnomicscomics 31 may 19174611917 461 99 A list of coopercoopervivecooperativevive mercantile establishments can be found inin ar-
ringtonring ton fox and may building the city of god appendix 4
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united order was established 9 january 1893 at cave valley chi-
huahua mexico in the intervening years more than 200 other
branches of the order arearc known to have been organized in mor-
mon communities in utah idaho wyoming nevada and ari-
zona a large majority of these being established in 1874 and
1875 6 most6most of the united orders had failed by 1877 the year of
brigham youngs death many either failed to operate at all or
dissolved within a year some like the orders in brigham city
and Orderville functioned successfully for a decade A very few
continued in some form into the 1890s at least one a joint en-
terpriseterprise of the logan second and third wards survived into the
twentieth century selling out to private interests in 1909 7

in spite of a few notable successes the usual united order ex-

perienceperi ence was one otof mounting frustration followed by dissolution
and abandonment the questions left unanswered in the wake of
the united order experiment are myriad in the following sections
we examine some of these questions in light of the theory of pro-
ducer cooperatives and with the aid of empirical evidence

THE THEORY

beginning with benjamin wards 1958 essay interest in the
theory of producer cooperatives has increased particularly among
economists interested in the comparison of economic systems al-
though there have been several theoretical papers dealing with pro-
ducer cooperatives empirical testing of the issues has been prac

seesec appendix for a discussion of the general united order movement see arrington fox and
may building the city of god chapters 6 14 arringtonarnngtonarrngton great basin kingdom chapter 11 edward
J ailenalienallen the second united order among the cormonsmormons new york AMS press 1967 and gardner

communism among the mormonscormonsMormons studies of particular united orders can be found inin joseph
carl felix development of cooperative enieenteenterprisesijasijesisas inin cache valley 186519001865 1900 provo utah brigham
young universuniversoUnuniversityivers ty press 1956 arrington cooperative community inin the north brigham city
utah utah historical quarterly 33 summer 196519921619651991965 199216199 216 leonard J arrington inin joel E ricks
and everett L cooley eds the history of a valley cache valley urahutah idaho logan utah cache
valley centennial commission 1956 chapter 8 leonard J arrington Orderville utah A pioneer
mormon experiment inin economic organization logan utah USAC monograph series vol 2 no 2

march 1954 feramorz Y fox experiment inin utopia the united order of richfield
187418771874 1877 ed leonard J arrington utah historical quarterly 32 fall 19643558019643551964 3558055580355555 80 andrew jen
son Orderville utah genealogical and historical magazine 7 july 19161281916 128 41 charles S peter-
son take up your mission mormon colonizing along the little colorado river 187019001870 1900 provo
utah brigham young university press 1973 chapter 5

7arringtonarnngtonarrngton inin ricks and cooley the history of a valley ppap 19899198 99 the longest lived united
orders were generally of the brigham arydrygrycry type these were established inin northern utah and
southern idaho and inin modified form inin salt lake city ogden provo and logan communal
type orders survived inin arizonaanzona and nevada into the 1880s secscesecsee arringtonarnngtonarrngton fox and may building
the city of god chapter 10
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micallytically nonexistent 8 our purpose here is to pose some testable
hypotheses which may be used to help answer the following four
questions 1 were the distinctive operating characteristics pre-
dicted by economic theory evidenced in the workings of the vari-
ous united order organizations 2 to what extent did the
united order succeed in its purposes as stated by brigham young
and other church leaders 3 are there factors peculiar to the
economic organization of producer cooperatives which contributed
to the eventual failure of the united order 4 does empirical
evidence corroborate factors suggested by contemporary observers
as having contributed to the failure of the united order

the basic difference between the organization of a producer
cooperative and of a capitalist firm is in the nature of the com-
pensationpensa tion of the worker whereas in a capitalist organization a
worker receivesreceives a fixed wage rate in the producer cooperative all
workers as members of the cooperative share in net income this
leads to an important difference in labor hiring the capitalist in
an attempt to maximize profits will hire workers up to the point
where the value of the marginal product of labor equals the going
wage the producer cooperative on the other hand is interested
in maximizing net income per worker and will recruit members
to the point where average net income is at a maximummaximum value of
the marginal product of labor equals net value of the average
product of labor this basic difference in objectives leads to the
following characteristics of a producer cooperative as compared to
a capitalist firmafirm9

1 A capital labor ratio which may be too high
2 inefficient allocation of labor among cooperatives

another possible problem of internally financed producer coop-
erativesera tives is a long run tendency to underinvestunderinvest relative to the in-
vestment which would be undertaken by a capitalist firm this is

papers on the theory of producer cooperatives include benjamin ward the firm inin illynaillyriaallyna
market syndicalism american economic review 48 september 19585668919585661958 566ygg5668989 peter G helhei nbergcrtibercr
cooperative enterprise as a structural dimension of farm markets journal of farm economics 46
august 19646031964 605603 17 evsey D domar the soviet collective farm as a producer cooperative

american economic review 56 september 19667341966 754734 57 amarryaamairya K seasen labor allocation inin a co-
operative enterprise review of economic studies 33 october 19663617119663611966 5613613617171 james G youde and PC

ter G helmberger marketing cooperatives inin the USU S membership policies market power and
antiantlantitrusttrust policy journal of farm economics 46 august 196623361966231966 23562556233623 36 michael E bradley in
centivescenccnuvestives and labor supply inin cooperativeco operative enterprises canadian journal of economics 4 august
19713421971 542342 52 norman cameronCamcron incentives and labor supply on soviet collective farms cana-
dian journal of economics 6 february 1973161973 16 22 L dwight israelsen collectives communes and
incentives working paper brigham young university department of economics 1975 and L
dwight israelsen economics of the united order working paper brigham young university
department of economics 1975

sec israelsen economics of the united order mathematical appendix 1
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suggested as a reason why producer cooperatives might be unable
to compete in the long run in a hostile capitalist environment
this tendency is based on the following argument suppose we
have a producer cooperative which is internally financed since no
individual member of the cooperative has claim over the capital
owned by the cooperative but only over a portion of the output
from that capital decisions relating to consumption vs investment
will be made based on the value of consumption now as compared
to the present discounted value of the marginal product of the
capital created if incomeincome is invested the capitalist on the other
hand compares the value of present consumption with the sum of
the present discounted value of the marginal product of the capi-
tal and the present discounted value of the last period capital it-
self in particular if the subjective discount rate is 10 percent the
capitalist will invest rather than consume if the marginal product
of capital is greater than or equal to 10 percent in a two period
model the marginal product of capital necessary to induce a mem-
ber of the cooperative to invest rather than consume is 110 per-
cent As the number of periods time horizon increases the min-
imum marginal product of capital necessary to induce cooperative
investment decreases but for reasonable time horizons it will still
be significantly larger 2 to 4 times than the subjective rate of
time preference discount rate 10 thus we would expect

3 significant underinvestmentunderinvestment inin a producer cooperative rela-
tive to a capitalist firm

A third set of characteristics of producer cooperatives has to
do with incentives and labor leisure choice here the particular
type of producer cooperative becomes important for purposes of
analysis let us classify cooperatives into two groups collectives
and communes we define a collective as a cooperative where a
workers share of net income depends on the number of hours of
labor he contributes as a proportion of total labor contribution A
commune is a cooperative in which a members share of income
depends on anything other than the amount of work he contrib-
utes for example equal shares or shares according to need given
this distinction it can easily be shown that other things being
equal 11

4 a work incentives and therefore hours worked will be
greater in a collective than in a commune

101iolloiibidbid mathematical appendix 2

see israelsen collectives communes and incentives
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b incentives and hours worked will be greater in a

ist organization than in a commune
c incentives and hours worked will likely be greater in a

collective than in a capitalist organization
5 if the size of a collective increases incentives and average

hours worked increase in a commune if the size increases
incentives decrease

6 concern about the number of work hours contributed by
others will likely arise in both collectives and communes
this may result in pressures to set maximum allowable
hours in collectives and minimum hours in communes

in order to use this theory in our study we must identify in-
dividual branches of the united order by type collective capital-
ist commune although the actual organizational type varied con-
siderablysiderably from community to community most united orders fell
roughly into one of three categories first the st george type in
which members contributed their economic property to the order
and received differential wages and dividends depending upon the
amount of labor and capital contributed this type corresponds to
our collective 12 the second main category was the brigham city
plan intended to strengthen and reinforce existing cooperative ar-
rangementsrangements such communities did not require consecration of all
ones property or labor but operated much like a profit sharing
capitalist enterprise issuing dividends on stock and hiring labor 1513

wards in the larger cities in the territory used a modified brig-
ham city plan in establishing a needed cooperative or corporate
enterprise the final category consisted of those communities
which organized on a communal basis sometimes called the gos-
pel plan members contributed all of their property to the order
shared more or less equally in the common product had no pri

jhcthethc great majority of united orders were of the st george variety scesecsee arrington fox and
may building the city of god chapters 7 and 8 members of the st george type united order
were not required to place all their property inin the order dividends were to be paid at five year inin-
tervals inin proportion to the capital invested individuals were to be allowed to withdraw from the
order but would forfeit one half of their accumulated capital and dividend articles 12 and 13 of
the articles of agreement of the united order of the city of scst george see arrington fox and
may building the city of god appendix 5 the fact that dividends are received should cause no
qualitative change inin the theory of producer cooperatives see israelsenisraclsen economics of the united
order footnote 12

such united orders were essentially joint srockstock companies and were organized inin the northern
partpan of the great basin where cooperative efforts had been necessary from the beginning besides
brigham city hyrum utah and parispans idaho operated successful orders of this type scesecsee arrington
fox and may building the city of god chapters 6 and 10 arrington cooperative community inin
the north arrington great basin kingdom chapter 11 arrington inin ricks and cooley the his
rorylorytoryloyyroyy of a valley chapter 8 and felix cooperative enterprises inin cache valley
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vate property and functioned ate and worked as a well regulated
family the Orderville united order is the prime example of this
communal type of organization 14

there are several testable hypotheses which come from the ap-
plication of the theory to the united order we enumerate some
of them as follows

1I there will be a tendency for the type I11 st george
and type 3 Orderville united orders to limit member-
ship in order to maintain high capital labor and output
labor ratios

II11 there will be an inefficient allocation of labor among
types 1 and 3 reflected in different capital labor ratios
wage rates dividend rates etc

111IIIlii capital formation is likely to take place more rapidly in
type 2 brigham city united orders than in either
type 1 or type 3 this will be reflected in a larger per-
centage of net output retained as investment by the co-
operative to the extent that outside borrowing is avail-
able the tendency will be less marked

IV incentives to work will be greatest in type 1 united or-
ders least in type 3 with type 2 somewhere in between
these differences will be reflected in number of hours
worked per member

V the larger the type 1 united order the greater will be
the average number of hours worked As type 3 orders
increaseincrease inin size hours worked per person will decline

VI pressures to limit working hours may develop in type 1

orders but in type 3 orders the pressure will be to set
minimum hour requirements

PURPOSE OF THE ORDER

stated purposes of the united order provide another source of
hypotheses during the last decade of his life brigham young

14thethe communal type united orders although conforming most closely to the system brigham
young seemed to favor prior to 1874 arrington fox and may building the grycitydry of god ppap 139
140 were few inin number Orderville price city Sp ringdale and kingston utah Bunbunkervillcbunkervillekerville nc
vada and joseph city sunset and brigham city arizona were the most successful canabkanabk2nab had two
united orders one of which john R young president was communal communal orders were
tried briefly at other places including monroe richfield and joseph utah cave valley chihuahua
mexico and obed woodruff snowflake and taylor arizonaanzona arrington fox and may building
the city of god chapters 9 11 12 13 peterson take up your MimissionstiOn chapter 5 monroe united
order minutes church archives historic2lhistoncalhistoricalHist oncal department of the church ofjcsusof jesus christ of latter day
saints salt lake city utah cited hereafter as church archives
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found many opportunities to dwell upon the advantages awaiting
those who would unite with their brethren in the order 15 sub-
stantial increases in productivity and income were expected
through the mechanization and specialization made possible by
pooling labor and capital 16 As incomes increased men would find
more time available to develop the cultural and spiritual sides of
their lives the disappearance of poverty would remove the burden
of charity from society economic inequality would be eliminated
and in the order men would truly be one in all things selling
agents and purchasing agents would represent the united order in
outside markets breaking the power of gentile merchants and
eliminating the ruinous competition so prevalent in the capital-
ist system surplus income could be used to develop new products
and to establish imimportport replacement industries thus reversing the
balance of trade deficit and stemming the flow of cash from the
territory 17 economic self sufficiency and monopoly power in trade

see arrington fox and may building the city of god ppap 139 140 143 157 158 journal
history of the church 9 may 1874 ppap 161 6 church archives bnghambrighambangham young was not the only
spokesman for the united order george Q cannon erastus snow wilford woodruff george A

smith orson pratt john taylor daniel H wells and joseph young were among the many mor
mon leaders who publicly extolled the advantages of the order see journal history of the church
9 may 1874 for a report of general conference which was reconvened inin order to present the
united order system to the church membership scesecsee also arrington fox and may building the

city of god chapter 7 and conference reports for 1872 and 1873 the goals of the united order
are summarized inin the preamble to the articles of agreement of the united order of the city of
st george

for example inin gunnison a committee set up to investigate the resources necessary to estab-
lish a workable order estimated that under the united order system only two fifths as much land
and equipment would be needed to produce the amount produced under the old system gun-
nisonnison ward united order records church archives in general conference inin may 1874 brigham
young said 1 I can tell you now what itit will do for you it will not make any person any worse
off inin temporal matters but itit will place thousands and hundreds of thousands inin a condition inin
which they will be as comfortable and happy as they can desire erastus snow pointed out that the
cooperative institutionsinstitutions already established had done much by a combination of capital the new or-
der however involved an amalgamation of capital and labor and would promote the greatest
good to the greatest number journal history of the church 9 may 1874 ppap 1 6

article 13 of the articles of agreement of the united order of the city of st george inin jus-
tifying a penalty of one half of the accumulated dividends and capital for withdrawal from the or-
der stated that the increased efficiency inin the order would make the half greater than the whole
would have been under the old system arringtonarnngtonarrngton fox and may building the city of god appen-
dix 5 secsee also altenalienallenailen the second united order ppap 43 53

the similaritiessimi ianneslannes to modem techniques of economiceconomic development are strikingsinking statements by
mormon leaders include george A smith since the earliest settlement inin the territory the lead-

ing men of the church attempted to impress the minds of the people with the necessity of being
as much as possible selfseif sufficient erastus snow wcwe shall also be enabled to start new enter-
prises and if they do not pay at first they arcare bound to pay inin the end if they arearc necessary ad-

juncts to the prosperity of society george A smith you go through utah county today and
say to a farmer have you got any sorghum to sell no havent raised any for two or three years
sugar got so cheap we could not sell itit 1 I suppose you have plenty of sugar no we arearc out of
sugar we havent any money to buy itit with journal history of the church 9 may 1874 ppap 161 6
church archives wilford woodruff it isis surprisingsurpnsing that any money isis left inin the territory at all
under the ruinousruinous importing and non exporting policy that has been pursued heretofore erastus
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ouidouldvouldbould protect the united order economy from the disruptive ef-
fectsectsacts of capitalismscapitalistscapitali sms cycle of boom and bust with its accom-
panying price fluctuations internal prosperity would promote ex-
pansionpan sion and new colonies would probe westward and southward 18

although the united order obviously failed to achieve its full
purpose it is inconceivable that an experiment so ambitious left
no impact on the society it was designed to change so radically
the stated objectives of the order provide us with a means of de-
terminingtermining the relative success of the experiment by measuring that
impact formalizing the objectives into testable hypotheses we ob-
tain

VIIVIL As united orders are established the volume of busi-
ness done by gentile merchants will decrease

VIII As united orders develop the rate of introduction of
new products crops etc into the great basin will in-
crease

IX As the united order system grows the rate of importa-
tion into the territory as well as the trade deficit will
decline

X the rate of capital accumulation in the territory will
increase after the introduction of the united order

XI theme establishment of the united order will increase
productivity and income decrease unemployment and
eliminate poverty

XII the united order will promote economic equality this
will be evidenced by a decrease in measures of the in-
equality of wealth and income distribution across and
within the various branches of the order

XIII the united order will be used as a tool of colonization
XIV the various measures of economic activity in the united

order economy will be little affected by fluctuation in
the outside economy

snow on the advantages of having united order business handled by purchasing and selling
agents and what we have for sale we will sell inin the best markets and so enoyenjoy the benefits of
our labor and not by interior competition and underbiddingunderbeddingunderbidding and underselling each other scatter our
ways to strangerestrangers as we have done inin the past by this combined effort we shall be able to obtain
the full market value of our products journal history of the church 29 july 1874 church ar-
chives secsee also instructions for members of the united order reproduced inin appendix 6 arring-
ton fox and may building the city of god for suggestions on growing new products such as to-
bacco and grapes for raisinsraisins winewine and brandy and making cloth shoes etc and journal history of
the church 6 july 1874 p 1

during the winterwinter of 1872 73 brigham young and thomas kanckane conceived a plan to estab-
lish a second great gathering place for mormonscormons inin mexicosmedicosMexi cos sonora valley the new center was to
be connected with utah by a string of colonies similar to the mormon corridor the colonization
of arizonaanzona inin 1876 was apparently the first stage of the plan peterson take up your mission
chapter 1 arrington fox and may building the city of god p 295
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WHAT WENT WRONG

the united order experiment was short lived brigham young
died 29 august 1877 barely three and one half years after the be-
ginning of the united order movement yet he had survived all
but a handful of the 200 branches of the order organized prior to
his death with the death of its most important sponsor the
movement itself was essentially finished its promise left unful-
filled one writer reflected

there isis something awesome in the spectacle of brigham young at-
tempting to organize a regional economy of more than 80000 inin-
habitants into a communal commonwealth the sheer scale of the
undertaking imposed problems of a magnitude that makes itit hardly
comparable to the small self selected communes characteristic of ninenine
steenthteenth century american communitarianismcommunitarianism there is in addition a

marked poignancy inin the vision of president young aging and in ill
health putting all his resources to the task of realizing in his life-
time the visionvistonvision of joseph smith and failing 19

historians and contemporaries alike have suggested many pos-
sible explanations for the failure of the united order one factor
which comes up repeatedly in the statements of contemporary ob-
servers is the failure of members of the order to put aside feelings
of selfishness 20 another oft cited cause is the tendency of some
members of the group to participate more enthusiastically in con-
sumption than in production 21 that these problems should exist
is not surprising in light of the interdependencies of individual in

19 Arrington fox and may building the city of god ppap 111211 12
on the failure of the morgan city united order if I1 understand the disposition of the

people itit isis the lack of confidence inin one another journal history of the church 4 may 1876

the american fork united order failed due to selfishness and laziness george F shelly early
history of american fork npapn p ndn d joseph A young speaking to members of the richfield
united order said that the feeling mincmine isis the greatest feeling we have to combarcombat and that
they should not allow selfishness to have sway or room inin our hearts but if itit isis deemed necessary
to agree to disagree and every one to labor himself that we should manifest the same good spirit
we enjoyed when we embraced and entered upon the principles of the U 0 arringtonarnngtonarrngton fox and
may building the city of god p 201 202 john taylor reviewing the history of the cooperative
movement said that from the timetime of joseph smith itit had been thwarted by the great cov
ctousness selfishness and wickedness of the people arrington fox and may building the grycityglydry of
god p 516316 secseesce also ppap 281 282

2 in richfield itit was stated that the order was carrying 100 non producers one man was
brought before the board for earningcaming only ten dollars credit inin sixsix weeks arrington fox and may
building the city of god ppap 189 194 195 from an ordcrvillc united order document whereas

has seen fit to sever his connection with the united order and upon settlement itit isis
found that he isis inin debt to the order the sum of 6659366593665.93665 93 and whereas for several months past he
has been unfaithful inin his labors loitering and trifling his timetime away and otherwise breaking his
covenants he made when he united with us therefore be itit resolved that itit isis right and justust in
every respect to hold him to the full and complete payment of the above indebtedness nevert-
helesstheless as he has a2 large family to support and his best days arc gone be itit further resolved as an
act of chanrychantycharity to his little children that the above indebtedness be canceled by the entry of this res-

olutionolution on the ledger arrington fox and may building the city of god p 282
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come with others work decisions which we observe in the theory
of producer cooperatives we would expect the problem of too
many eaters and too few workers to be particularly acute in the
communal type order since individual work incentives would be
low whereas selfishness and jealousies over hours worked might
be expected to create significant problems in orders of the st
george variety where an increase in hours worked by one individ-
ual would reduce the income of everyone else

another problem facing the united order and one which
elicited considerable comment at the time 2212 was the reluctance on
the part of relatively wealthy individuals to put their property in
the order this reluctance was evident even in the st george
type order where individuals were to receive dividends on their
contributed capital and would be allowed to take at least a por-
tion of their original capital out of the order if they decided to
withdraw 2523 brigham young himself was not immune to this re-
luctanceluc tance although he had always stressed the importance of going
wholeheartedly into the order and had indicated his desire to do
so in august 1874 speaking in lehilehl young was forced to admit
that

I1 am laboring under a certain embarrassment and so arearc many oth-
ers with regard to deeding property and that isis to find men who
know what to do with property when itit isis inin their hands when
this factory at provo can go into the hands of men who know what

the antlannantianh mormon salt lake daily tribune editorialized on 7 march 1874 if the profit dont
make the nchrich men fork over as well as the poor we shall think him an unjust discriminating prof-
itit and shall tell the world that he isis afraid of the strong nchrich men and isis an oppressor of the weak
and the poor brother brigham sail inin and show a fair hand inin this euchre business dont slight
brothers jennings hooper or any of the gilt edged one big pot brother brigham and no favor-

itism as cited inin arrington fox and may building the city of god p 149

the hesitancy to put property inin the order was by no means limited to wealthy individuals A

non mormon living inin beaver inin 1874 wrote mormonscormonsMormons say here that he brigham young wishes
to get hold of their property then he will compel them to do anything he orders or excommunicxcommuni
cate them A number of the faithful are distressed over this matter they dislike to give up their
elowOlowfellowshipship and they dislike to give up their property arringtonArnngron fox and may building the city
of god p 145 from american fork came the following one man being absent last meeting he
was called on to make his statement inin relation to the order and said he had nothing to say against
the order he did not understand it neither did he understand that a mans money was not wanted
he understood the man his money and all he had was wanted but when you come to talk of busi
ness if a man isis a business man and goes into any business and puts inin 1000 and only gives back
500 we would say itit waswis a swindle

and inin reference to haulingh2ufing ggrainrain into one big stack and dividing the grain a man must look
after his straw and chaff or he will not naiseraisenaiseraise grain long I1 want to scesecsee how these things will work a
little but if my standing isis at stake you take my horses cattle and all I1 have

the bishop responded we can take whatever shares inin this order we like nothing shall be
wasted instead of diminishing and bringing to poverty itit isis the very road to wealth As to the
idea of a mans fellowship being at stake no such thing american fork ward teachers minutes
8 june 1874 p 50 MS church archives scesecsee also journal history of the church 15 august 1874

P 3
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to do with itit itit will go when my factory inin salt lake county can
go into the hands of men who know what to do with itit it will
go 24

when brigham young died three years later such men still had
not been found although this example is impressive evidence of
the existence of the problem its magnitude and pervasiveness
must still be determined this leads us to suggest another hypoth-
esis

XV relatively wealthy individuals will not join the united
order ie the average wealth andor income of united
order members will be less than that of people who do
not join the order

in addition to the abovementionedabove mentioned difficulties there are a
large number of additional factors which though important are
not easily reduced to testable hypotheses these include the move-
ment toward legal incorporation which many felt destroyed the
spirit of the united order by replacing goodwill and brotherly
love with explicitly defined rights and contractual obligations the
distribution of voting power by shares of stock was felt by some
to directly violate the striving for oneness stressed by mormon
leaders since the 1830s1850s 25

continued government harrassmentharras sment of mormon economic in-
stitutions and church leaders throughout the united order period
must have gravely undermined the vitality of the system particu-
larly damaging was the antipolygamy campaign which led to the
arrest and imprisonment of many mormon leaders who failed to
escape to canada or mexico via the underground 26

the death of brigham young in 1877 and his replacement by
successors less enthusiastic about the order the tremendous pres-
sures toward assimilation the desire for statehood and even the
vagueness of the instructions as to organization and operation of
the system all likely contributed to the demise of the system de-
scribed by brigham young as being called the order of enoch
but which is in reality the order of heaven 27

14 sermon14sermon of 9 august 1874 journal of discourses 26 vols london latter day saints book de-
pot 1855861855 86 1824818 248 cited hereafter asadasjd as cited inin arrington fox and may building the deycity
of god p 149

see arrington fox and may building the orycityglydry of god ppap 149 52 the movement to inin-
corporation was said to be necessary inin order to protect against legal harassment secseesce also ppap
160 61 169 71

26arringtonArrington26 fox and may building the city of gadgodgovgas ppap 136 291 on polygamy scesecsee arrington
great basin kingdom chapter 12

JD2jd 123202312320251212320520233202352025520320 23 8 october 1872 as cited inin arrington fox and may building the cityoty of god
p 135 on the attitude of john taylor toward the united order seesecsce arringtonarnngtonarrngton fox and may
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although economic theory and hypothesis testing cannot an-
swer all questions raised by the united order experiment it is
possible as we have shown to construct a list of hypotheses
which when tested can provide us with greater insights into the
role of economic factors in the process of social change

since the main purpose of this paper is to apply economic the-
ory to the united order experience and to suggest avenues for
future empirical research we do not nor could we attempt to
provide test results for the fifteen hypotheses previously discussed
in the following section however we present preliminary em-
pirical evidence for two of our hypotheses

the evidence
the hypotheses we have chosen to test are

XII the united order will promote economic equality this
will be evidenced by a decrease in measures of the in-
equality of wealth and income distribution across and
within various branches of the order

XV relatively wealthy individuals will not join the united
order ie the average wealth andor income of united
order members will be less than that of people who do
not join the order

in addition we will make reference to evidence which tends to
support or deny the validity of other hypotheses

our sample consists of twelve communities seven which hadfind

functioning united orders and five control cities which did not
the five communities without operational orders were carefully
chosen based on similarity and proximity to one or more of our
united order communities the following pairings were made

united order city control city
brigham city logan
cedar city beaver

building the city of god ppap 315 17 many other reasons arc given for example the orders failed
because of the influx of non mormonscormonsMormons lack of total participation and the illness and age of brig-
ham young pearl F jacobson golden sheaves from a rich field richfield utah richfield reaper
publishing company 1964 p 62 in rockville order farms were scattered there were difficulties
with water privileges and a lack of unity wayne D stout A history of rockville utah 1862 1972

saitsairsalt lake city npap 1972 in pleasant grove human nature was the problem the arizonaanzona or-
ders lacked marketsmarkers were exposed to the threats of nature and expanded too thinly petersonPcterson take
up your mission in santa clara the united order failed because the participants were all rugged
individuals andrew K larson santa oaragara inin agriculture pioneering inin the virgin river provo

utah brigham young university press ndn d in mt pleasant the resources of the order would
not furnish sufficient employment and inin kingston an influx of people with nothing discouraged
the original members in hebron interest failed newell R freifrel history of pioneering inin shoal
creek provo utah brigham young university press 1932
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fairview manti
kanabcanab long valley mt carmel glendale
monroe fillmore
memt pleasant manti
ordervilledervilleOr long valley

the ordervilledervilleOr united order was communal the brigham city
order was capitalist and kanabcanab had two orders existing simulta-
neously one communal and one collective 28 the four remaining
united orders were collectives

the time period covered by the study is 1868 1880 particu-
larly the years 1868 1872 1874 1875 1876 and 1880 2919 our data
consist of 12650 individual income figures an average of more
than 2100 per year and include approximately 70 to 80 percent of
all income earners in the communities covered within commu-
nities the sample size ranges from 40 in kanabcanab 1872 to 576 in
logan 1880 in addition to the income data we have been able
to locate united order account books for selected years for all of
our united order cities except brigham city for which capital
stock accounts are available besides providing us with a record of
debits and credits these books along with other united order
records have enabled us to distinguish individuals who were mem-
bers of the order from those who were not

the primary tool of analysis used in this study is the gini
concentration ratio or gini coefficient a measure of distributional
inequality which ranges from zero signifying absolute equality to
one absolute inequality 5030 the gini ratios were estimated from

arnngtonnarringtonarrngton fox and may building the city of god chapter 11 the least successful of the
united orders inin the sample was the one at cedar city which failed by the end of 1874 the con
troi cities generally had organized united orders but they had cithereitherelther not operated at 211allali or had
failed after a short time the exception was logan which had two very successful united orders
but they were reallynothingreally nothing more than capitalist profit sharinasharing or joint stock companies which en
joyed widespread ownership and participation the logan enterprises were not as all encompassing as
the brigham city united order

29 29eighteeneighteen sixty eight was chosen because itit was a pro railroad year and not a2 grasshopper year
as was 1867 eighteen seventy two was post railroad and propre united order eighteen seventy thiecthreethrec
was not used because of the panic and depression inin that year eighteen seventy four was the year inin
which the united order was started eighteen seventy five was the first full year of operation of the
united order branches inin our sample cedar city had failed in 1876 some of the orders fairvicwfairview
and mt pleasant bercwcrcwerc beginning to show signs of collapse fairview apparently failed inin 1877 and
mt pleasant inin 1876 or 1877 monroe was dissolved inin 1878 by 1880 all but three of the united
orders had failed Orderville was going strong but brigham city and canabkanabk2nab had serious problems

lothethe gini concentration nanoranoratio isis defined as twice the sizesize of the area lying between the lorenz
curve and the 45 degree line inin the accompanying figure A y

A AkAB7
proportionppo0

gini ratio 2aaa of incomez B
A B 0

0 i1

proportion of population
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the data by use of a technique recently developed by bartell jen-
sen and james mcdonald 5131 table 1 shows gini ratios by commu-
nity and by year three periods are particularly interesting during
the first 1868 1872 the transcontinental railroad was completed
and several utah lines were either completed or under construc-
tion 5232 the second period 1872 1875 encompasses the organiza-
tion of the united order 1874 and its first full year of operation
1875 3533 during the 1875 1880 period we observe the failure of

nearly all orders which survived their first year 5434 table 2 presents
impressive evidence of the impact on income distribution of
changes in economic institutions during the 1868 1872 period

TABLE i1

GINI coefficient
1868 1880

sample cities paired with control cities

city 1868 1872 1874 1875 1876 1880

cedar city UO 472.472472 572.572572 553555.553553 581.581581 gilgli.611611 616gig.616616
beaver control 504.504504 582.582582 .591591 653635.633633 638658.638638 604.604604

fairview UO 477.477477 452.452452 478.478478 547.547547 503505503.503 452.452452
mantimanrimandimantl control 529.529529 566.566566 516.516516 534554.534534 540540.540 574.574574

kanabcanab UO 518.518518 477.477477 530550.530530 531551531.531 492.492492
long valley control 487.487487 582.582582 525.525525 598.598598 576.576576

monroe UO 485.485485 572.572572 674.674674 519519.519 509.509509
fillmore control 547.547547 639.639639 635655.635635 620.620620 503505.503503 548.548548

mt pleasant UO 415.415415 485.485485 509.509509 524.524524 502502.502 537557.537537
mantimanrimandimantl control 529.529529 566.566566 516.516516 534554.534534 540.540540 574.574574

Orderville UO 290.290290
long valley control 576.576576

brigham city UO 499.499499 .511511 504.504504 488.488488 520320520.520 555.555555
logan control 465.465465 495.495495 .501501 .491491 479.479479 514.514514
SOURCE UO accounts and general economic records MSS church archives LIDSLDS church

lithethe procedure involves the use of 2 computer program which calculates the maximum likeli-
hood estimate of the gini concentration ratio based on the gamma distribution

the utah central railroad was completed in 1870 the utah southern was completed to lehllehi
in 1872 and the utah northern was completed to cache valley in 1872 secscesecsee arrington great ba-
sinlinsin kingdom chapter 99.

351nin our sample 211allali but the ordcrville united order were organized in 1874 ordcrvilleordcrvillc was or-
ganized in 1875

in our sample only the cedar cityatyaryciry united order failed in 1874 all of the other orders con-
tinued at least through 1876
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TABLE 2

PERCENT CHANGE IN GINI coefficient
sample cities paired with control cities

city 1868 1872 1872 18751873 18751873 1880 1872 1880

cedar city UO 21 1 6 8
beaver control 15 9 4 4

fairview UO 5 21 17
mantimanmantl ti control 7 6 8 2

mt pleasant UO 17 8 3 11

mantimannmantl control 7 6 8 2

monroe UO 39 25 5

fillmore control 17 3 12 14

kanabcanab UO 2 7 5

long valley control 8 10 18

brigham city UO 2 5 14 9
logan control 9 1 5 4

UO average 9 11 4 5

control average 11 2 3

indicates less than 050 5 change

SOURCE UO accounts and general economic records MSS church archives LDS church

the estimated gini ratios in eight of nine cases increased the aver-
age change being 10 percent with both groups of cities showing a
similar pattern it is tempting to attribute the increased inequality
to the completion of the transcontinental railroad but such con-
clusionsclusions must remain tentative until further studies are made 35

the changes which took place during the second period are of
particular interest here we find a dramatic shift toward inequality
in the united order cities with the average increase in the gini
ratio being 11 percent if we eliminate brigham city which was
not a producer cooperative by our definition the average becomes
14 percent all but two of the control cities on the other hand
show a decrease in the gini ratio a move toward equality 36

leonard5ilconard J arrington shows that there was a significant decrease inin equality inin the distribution
of taxable incomeincome inin utah between 186618671866 1867 and 1871 as measured by the slope of the parctoparcioparato
curve from 1761.761761 76 inin 1866 1867 the slope falls to 109log1 09 inin 1871 he attributes this to the coming of
the railroad in 1869 arringtonArnngion taxable income inin utah 186218721862 1872 utah historical quarterly
24 january 19561211956 214721 47.47

most of the changes took place inin 1875 the first full year of operation of the order the per-
centage change from 1874 to 1875 inin the gini ratiomano was
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the third period 1875 1880 is not as easily interpreted we
have all possible combinations of increases and decreases in our six
pairs the general movement seems to be toward greater equality
in united order communities than in the control group in only
two of the pairs does the united order city become less equal rel-
ative to its control city the average gain in equality is 4 percent

8 percent without brigham city in the order group while the
control communities moved slightly toward less equality

finally for the entire 1872 1880 period we see that only ka
nab among united order cities achieves a significant decrease in
inequality eithercitherelther absolutely or relative to the control city

now that we have seen the results for the individual commu-
nities let us turn to the examination of income distribution across
communities table 3 gives gini ratios across cities by group and
for the entire sample in table 4 we are given the percentage
change in gini ratios for the three periods in question the results
of this analysis correspond closely to those we obtained for indi-
vidual cities both of our groups show an increase in inequality
for the first period in the second period the united order gini
again increases this time by 16 percent while the control group
gini decreases slightly 37 during the third period income in both
groups becomes more equally distributed and for the entire
1872 1880 period inequality increases by 2 percent in the united
order group and decreases by 5 percent in the control group

based on the preliminary data cited above we tentatively reject
hypotheses XII it appears that the united order did not promote
equality in the distribution of income across communities and did
not increase equality within communities having st george type
orders on the contrary the introduction of the united order
seems to have substantially reduced the degree of equality in most
cases the exceptions to the general case are clearly the communal
type orders unfortunately we were unable to obtain ordervilledervilleOr
income data for years prior to 1880 but a glance at table 1

should be enough to convince any skeptic that the ordervilledervilleOr

cedar cirycityatyary 5 mrmt pleasant 3 canabkanab 11

beaver 7 mantimanrimandi 4 long valley 10

fairvinfairviewfairvic 14 monroe 18 brigham city 3

mantimanrimandimantl 4 fillmoreFill morc 2 logan 2

average UO 8 10 without brigham city
average control 1

the percentage change in the gini ratio from 1874 to 1875 is 15 for the united order cities
2 for the control cities and 3 for the entire sample
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TABLE 3

GINI coefficient BY YEARS
sample cities vs control cities

city UO cities control cities total
1868 485485.485 520.520520 508.508508
1872 518.518518 590.590590 565.565565
1874 524.524524 587.587587 565.565565
1875 600goo.600600 578578.578 582.582582
1876 538558.538538 544.544544 542.542542
1880 530550.530530 558.558558 546.546546
SOURCE u0uaU 0 accounts and general economic records MSS church archives LIDSLDS church

TABLE 4

PERCENT CHANGE IN GINI coefficient
sample cities vs control cities

year UO cities control cities total
1868 1872 7 13 11

1872 1875 16 2 3

1875 1880 12 3 6
1872 1880 2 5 3

SOURCE u0uaU 0 accounts and general economic records MSS church archives LDS church

united order did promote economic equality the gini ratio of
290.290290 is just half that of long valley the control community fig-
ure 1 shows actual 1880 lorenz curves for ordervilledervilleOr and for long
valley we would expect to observe a more equal distribution in
a commune than in a collective the manner in which income is
distributed being the major difference between the two but ex-
plainingplaining the long run success of ordervilledervilleOr or any commune is
difficult in light of the theory of producer cooperatives economic
considerations alone cannot provide the answer at least not with-
out some changes in basic assumptions particularly the traditional
assumption of self interest 38 the brigham city united order was

there are several specific ways inin which the assumption of self interest can be changed ieie inin
which 11 unselfishness can be assumed sen labor allocation provides one way for the purposes
of the united order perhaps an appropriate assumption would be that suggested by B michael
pritchett of brigham young university inin an unpublished manuscript economic equality and
radical institutionalism this paper describes a2 utility function which makes operational the inin-
junction to love thy neighbor as thyself the individual isis required to perceive consumeconsumptionponsonmon 0off
any of the real goods equally whether that consumption isis performedperfo nned by himself or some k indi-
vidual his neighbor pritchett sho s that this assumption together with that of diminishing mar
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FIGURE I11

comparison of lorenz curves for Orderville and long valley
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SOURCE u0uaU 0 accounts and general economic records MSS church archives LDS church

of course simply a continuation of the capicapitalisttalitailtaii st type profit shar
ing mercantile and manufacturing enterprise already in existence in
the city As such it would be expected to promote economic
equality to the degree that the ownership of capital stock was
equally distributed

the reduction in economic equality across united order cities
is not unexpected in fact we might have predicted it from hy

ginal utility of consumption results inin utility maximization with equal shares of each of the goods
we can apply this christian utility function to the theory of producer cooperatives and show that
211allail of the problems with incentivesincentives inin collectives and communes disappear thus a producer cooper
ativcanacanvc collective or commune inin which neighborly love has replaced selfishness should not be sub-
ject to the problems predicted by the standard theory the evidence isis overwhelming that the order
villevilie united order was such a place thus the applicable economiceconomic theory docsdoes explain the
success of Orderville as well as the other orders where that change inin the nature of man was not
realized
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pothesisprothesispothesis 11II A result which is rather perplexing however is the re-
duction in equality observed within communities as collective type
united orders are established A comparison of actual lorenz
curves for monroe in 1872 1875 and 1880 can be seen in figure
2 notice the dramatic shift toward inequality from 1872 to 1875
and the return to relative equality by 1880 A complete elucidation
of this result will not likely be possible without more extensive
examination of the data but we can speculate about possible con-
tributing factors first it is of interest to note that in the united
order accounts an individuals credits are his money income
the measure we have used in estimating gini ratios the real in-
come of a person however is perhaps best indicated by his debits
the measure of actual consumption A redistribution of income
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takes place when credits and debits are not equal particularly in
those orders which canceled debits and credits at the end of each
year 39 table 5 compares means and gini ratios for debits and
credits in various united orders only in monroe were debits less
equally distributed than credits 40 this may indicate that the de-
gree of inequality in united order cities is exaggerated through
the use of credits as part of income rather than debits A com-
parison of tables I11 and 5 however indicates that even united
order debits are less equally distributed than total community in-
come in all cities except fairview

the fact that most st george type orders paid fairly com-
petitivepeti tive dividends on capital contributed but paid low wages for
contributed labor may help explain the inequality since wealthy
individuals tended to receive a higher percentage of their income
from capital than did poorer people the increase in the return to
capital relative to that of labor would likely increase inequality A
related source of inequality in such orders is the fact that differ-
ent people contributed different proportions of their labor and cap-
ital if the return to capital in the order is not as attractive as
that outside the order not much capital is likely to be contrib-
uted 41 again individuals earning most of their income from labor
may be hurt this time doubly so since capital formation and pro-
ductivity will suffer none of these explanations seems completely
satisfactory yet all would bear looking into

TABLE 5

MEANS AND GINI coefficients FOR DEBITS AND
CREDITS IN UO CITIES

debits credits
city year mean gini mean gini
cedar city 1874 116 574.574574 54 608.608608
fairview 1875 154 503505.503503 198 548548.548

kanabcanab 1874 159139 570.570570 198 609gog.609609
monroe 1876 187 596.596596 276 562.562562
mt pleasant 1875 231 545545.545 297 586.586586
monroe 1877 272 590.590590 237 585585.585
SOURCE UO accounts and general economiceconomieconomec records MSS church archives LDS church

39seesec for example arrington fox and may building the city of god p 278
4omeanmeanromean debits are greater thanthin mean credits in cedar city 1874 by a ratio of more than 21

this helps explain why the cedar cityoty order failed to continue another year
41secsec see Israelsisraelsencn economics of the united order appendix 2aaa
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TABLE 6

MEAN INCOME OF UO MEMBERS
AND NON MEMBERS PRIOR TO
THE establishment OF THE

ORDER 1872

mean income mean income
citycitvcita UO member nonmembernon member

fairview 614.2361423 416.7041670
mt pleasant 907.3390733 496.0849608
cedar city 672.4167241 422.8042280
ordervilledervilleOr 319.6231962 217.6821768
monroe 277.302773027750 213.182131821518
SOURCE UO accounts and general economic records MSS church archives LDS church

A result of this study which seems striking is the high degree
of income inequality suggested by the overall magnitude of the
gini ratios for individual communities excluding Orderville the
ratios range from 674.674674 monroe 1875 to 415.415415 mt pleasant
1868 the average ratioratio isis 535555.535535 for the entire sample the gini
ranges from 508.508508 in 1868 to 582.582582 in 1875 in a recent study of the
distribution of family income by state for the 1949 1969 period
the gini ratios range from 536556.536536 mississippi 1949 to 523525.323323 new
hampshire 1969 42

the apparently greater degree of inequality evidenced in our
results may be overstated relative to the interstate study because
that study deals with family income while ours includes each in-
come earner separately

hypothesis XV states that a contributing cause in the failure
of the united order was the reluctance of relatively wealthy indi-
viduals to join the order table 6 compares mean income in 1872
of those individuals who later became members of the united or-
der to the mean income in 1872 of those who apparently did not
join 43 table 7 contains a comparison of member and nonmembernon member
income by united order for 1874 1876 withith the exception of
monroe the average income of individuals who joined the united
order was substantially greater than that of individuals who did

41tomom S saiesajesalesaicgaiegaic III111 interstate analysis of the size distribution of family income 195019701950 1970
southern economicjournaleconomic journal 40 january 1974434 41

those included as members are individuals in 1872 who were found on the united order ac-
counts in 1874761874 76 1879801879 80 for dervilleordervilleOr
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TABLE 7

MEAN INCOME OF MEMBERS AND NON MEMBERS
OF THE UO IN SAMPLE CITIES

mean income mean income
city year UO members non members total

cedar city 1874 522 271 395
fairview 1875 174 162 171
kanabcanab 1874 289 219 271
monroe 1876 115113 284 147

mt pleasant 1875 252 191 223
brigham city 1875 419 311 357
monroe 1877 127 144 134

in canabkanab UO members refers to those inin the communal order led by john R young non
members participated inin a2 collective type order under bishop levi stewart records show that only
two families did not participate inin either order canabkanab u0uaU 0 records and dean may senior histori-
cal associate church historical deptdepr LDS church

SOURCE u0uaU 0 accounts and general economic records MSS church archives LDS church

not join based on this data we would reject the hypothesis the
problem is not as simple as it may appear however it was pos-
sible in most instances for an individual to join the united or-
der without contributing all or any of his property and those
with property to manage outside the order likely found it diffi-
cult to contribute very much labor to the order the observed
fact that relatively wealthy people did join the order loses much of
its meaning in the absence of evidence concerning the degree of
involvement of those people and their property in the order 44

the collection and analysis of such evidence would seem to be a
fruitful avenue for future research

14forfor example cedar city united order members had a mean incomeincome inin 1874 of 522 the larg
estcst by far of any group inin the comparison yet a look at table 5 reveals that the average credit
earned by those same people was only 54 only one tenthtench of total incomeincome and by far the smallest
mean credit inin the study
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APPENDIX

listing by state of all communities known to have been or-
ganized under the united order

arizona nevada
beaver dams littlefield bunkervilleBunkerville clark co

ward mojave co overton clark co
brigham city ballinger panaca lincoln co

navajo co st joseph clark co
graham graham co st thomas clark co
haydens ferry hayden gila

co utah
joseph city allensaliensaliensallens camp st adamsvilleadarnsvilleAdamsville beaver co

joseph navajo co
alpine utah comesa maricopamaricolaMari cocopa american fork utah co

mill point
annabella sevier comt trumbull mojave co
axtell sanpete co

obed navajo co
bear lake stake

salt creek bear river city box elder co
simonsvillesimmonsvilleSim onsville

beaver beaver co
snowflake navajo co

beaver stakesunset navajo co
belleview bellevuetaylor navajo co

washington co
woodruff navajo co

big cottonwood salt lake co
bountiful davis co

idaho box elder county
bear lake stake brigham city box elder co
bennington bear lake co brighton salt lake co
bloomington bear lake co cache valley central
fish haven bear lake co cedar city iron co
franklin franklin co cedar fort cedar valley utah
liberty bear lake co co
malad oneida co centerfieldCenterfield sanpete co
montpelier bear lake co centervilleCenterville davis co
ovid bear lake co circlevilleCircleville plute co
paris bear lake co clarkston cache co
samaria oneida co coalvilleCoalville cluff ward summit
st charles bear lake co co

cooper bottom washington
mexico co
cave valley chihuahua davis county
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eden weber co lehi utah co
elsinore sevier co levan juab co
ephraim sanpete co liberty weber co
fairfield utah co logan cache co
fairview sanpete co logan ist cache co
farmers and horticulturists salt logan 2ndand cache co

lake co logan 3rdard cache co
farmingtonFarmingron davis co lynne weber co
fayette sanpete co mammoth juab co
fillmore millard co manti sanpete co
fountain green sanpete co marriottsmarriottiMarriotts settlement weber
glendale kane co co
glenwood sevier co mayfield sanpete co
goshen utah co mantua box elder co
greenville beaver co meadow millard co
gunnison sanpete co mendon cache co
harmony new harmony millard millard co

washington co millard stake
harrisburg washington co mill creek salt lake co
heber wasatch co millvillemillevilleMillville cache co
hebervillebervillehubervilleHe bottoms minersvilleMinersville beaver co

washington co monroe sevier co
hebron washington co morgan morgan co
hennefervilleHenneferville summit co moroni sanpete co
holden millard co morristown washington co
huntsville weber co mrmt carmel kane co
hyrum cache co mt pleasant sanpete co
hyde park cache co nephi juab co
iron county north kanyon davis co
jericho juab co oak creek millard co
johnson kane co ogden central weber co
joseph sevier co ogden ist district weber co
juab stake ogden 2ndand district weber co
kamas summit co orgen 3rdard district weber co
kanabcanab kane co ordervilledervilleOr kane co
kanarravanarra kanarravilleKanarraville iron panguitch garfield co

co paradise cache co
kanosh millard co paragoonahParagoonah paragonahParagonah iron
kaysvillewaysvilleKaysville davis co co
kingston plute co pahreah paria kane co
laketownLake town rich co paris kane co
leeds washington co parowancarowanpa rowan iron co
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payson utah co springlakespringlikeSpringlake utah co
peoapcoageoa summit co springvilleSpringville utah co
pine valley washington co st george washington co
pinto washington co st george ist washington co
pintura washington co st george stake
plain city weber co summit iron co
pleasant grove utah co summit stake
portage box elder co tanners salt lake co
porterville morgan co tailors salt lake co
prattville sevier co toquerville washington co
price city washington co tooelethoele tooelethoele co
provo utah co utah county central
provo central utah co virgin city washington co
randolph rich co virgin field washington co
richfield sevier co vermillion sigurd sevier co
richmond cache co wanshipmanshipWan ship summit co
rockportrockfortRock port summit co washington washington co
rockville washington co wellsville cache co
salem utah co west jordan salt lake co
salina sevier co west weber weber co
salt lakeuke central salt lake co willard box elder co
salt lakeuke city 1 salt lake willow creek draper salt

co lake co
salt lake city istisr through woodruff rich co

17th 19th 2oth20thaoth salt lakeuke
co wyoming

sanpete county almy uinta co
santa clara washington co
santaquinSan taquin utah co
sevier stake
scipio millard co
shunesburgShunesburg washington co
slatervilleSlaterville weber co
smithfield cache co
south cottonwood salt lake

co
southern utah mission
spanish fork utah co
spring city sanpete co
Springdale washington co

from lists compiled by L dwight israelsenIsraelscn leonard J arrington and feramorz Y fox
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conjectural emendation and the
text of the book of mormon

stanscan larson

As one looks at the way a book is made often being dictated
written down edited copied rewritten and then typeset for print-
ing he is not surprised that the scribe copyist editor or printer
might have misheardmisheard one word for another or mismlsmiscopicdmiscopiedcopied from one
manuscript to another or even misspelled a word here or there
no matter how careful one is errors do creep in most often the
mistakes can be cleared up in second printingspaintingsprin tings by checking the
printed copy against manuscript copies

occasionally however the original text is not available and er-
rors exist in the earliest manuscripts the texts must then be care-
fully studied and proposed textual corrections decided upon that
are both intrinsically suitable and such as to account for the
corrupt reading error in the transmitted text 1 this process
of studying early manuscripts and recommending corrections is
called conjectural emendation it is conjectural because it is based
on circumstantial evidence and by its nature is unverifiable since it
attempts to go beyond the earliest extant manuscript though he
does not use the term conjectural emendation robert J mat-
thews uses this technique convincingly in evaluating a passage in
the I1inspired version of the bible 2 conjectural emendation must
be judiciously and sparingly applied however for in this subjective
enterprise one may get carried away and end up in the situation
of the classical scholar richard bentley who in his later work
largely disregarded the evidence of manuscripts in determining the
correct readings and depended chiefly upon his own instinctive
feeling as to what an author must have written 3 thus rather
than propose alterations to a text simply to suit ones fancy it
would seem better to propose some instances in which conjectural
emendation appears to be justified

stan larson isis coordinator of standard works translation for the church translation services and also
isis studying for a phdph D at the university of birmingham england

bruce M metzgermeager the text of the new testament its transmission corruption and restoration
2ndand cded new york oxford university press 1968 p 182

mobertrobert J matthews A plainer translation joseph smiths translation of the bible A history
and commentary provo utah brigham young university press 1975 ppap 202 04 convincingly
proposes a new reading for the inspired revision of luke 6336356 33 inin spite ofthcof the consistent evidence of
the original manuscript NT 2 the bernhiselBem hisel manuscript and all printed editions

mctzgcrmetzgcrmetzger the text of the new testament p 182
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A possible need for conjectural emendation in the book of
mormon arises from its unique origin as a dictated translation an
fterrorerror of the ear may occur when a homophone two words with
the same sound such as straight and strait or near homophone is
dictated and the wrong word comes to the mind of the scribe and
is accordingly written in the manuscript phonetic similarity may
thus account for oliver cowderysCow derys mi shearing of some words the
presence of such errors in the original MS of the book of mor-
mon actually supports the position that joseph smith dictated to
his scribe such difficulties are a natural product of the dictation
process and are evidence that there was no collusion between the
dictator and the scribe

examples of errors found in the book of mormon manuscripts
that were due to either misspelling miscopyingmiscopying andor mishearingshearingmi
are the writing of 6 for an away for a way bear for bare chaste
for chased drugs for dregs forth for fourth hare for hair head for
heed holly for holy know for now least for lest life for light loose for
lose maid for made new for knew no for know oar for ore of for
off read for red reign for rain strait for straight the for thee then
for than there for their thou for though tittle for title to for too

wedge for wage where for were and ye for yea these were corrected
either directly in the original MS or while the printers MS was
being transcribed or when the text was first printed in 1830 if
such errors occurred were found and corrected before the book
was printed is it possible that similar errors occurred that have not
been corrected even though the possibility that such errors have
been made in the transcription of the book of mormon text has
been acknowledged 4 there has been very little done to specify pos-
sible examples of such

in the following passages all of the printed editions and the
printers MS and also the original MS when it exists have the
same text although the suggested correction for each of the fol-
lowing is based on conjectural emendation there is good reason
for each suggestion

A possible case of an error of the ear is 3 nephi 252 but
unto you that fear my name shall the son of righteousness arise
with healing in his wings and ye shall go forth and grow up as
calves in the stall the phrase the son of righteousness occurs
instead of the suggested emendation the sun of righteousness
in 1959 sidney B sperry discussed this passage in some detail and

scriptures of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints supplement salt lake cityaty deseret
sunday school union 1968 p 55
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pointed out that although in english sun and son are homophoneshomophones
the hebrew of malachi 42 which is being quoted has shemesh

meaning sun 5 and not ben which is the word for son also
the hebrew text says literally the sun of righteousness shall arise
with healing in her wings the feminine pronoun agreeing with
the feminine gender of shemesh 6 he concluded that due to this
Cc compellingcccompelling evidence from the hebrew text one is driven inevi-
tably to the view that sun of righteousness is the correct read-
ing awhile7 7whilewhile proposing this correction to the text dr sperry adds
that the meaning is not changed at all because most conservative
scholars through the centuries have agreed that sun of right-
eousness refers to the savior 8

other homophoneshomophones that have created difficulties are right and
ritebiteyitetite and while the context usually makes the necessary meaning
clear there are some situations that are potentially ambiguous
rights occurs seventy times but fitesritesbites only twice and it seems
that these occurrences of antesntesbitesfites at alma 4345 and 445 are wrong
there are several reasons for this conclusion of the six passages
where the original MS is in existence and is legible three of
them have the spelling fitesritesbitesfires but by the time they were printed in
the first edition they appeared as rights 9 sometimes the stages of
revision can be seen as in the case of alma 4347 which has riteslites
in the original MS firesritesbites corrected to rights in the printers MS
and fightsrightsbights in all printed editions most of the occurrences of rights
cluster together in the war chapters of alma in which the
nephitesNephites are fighting to preserve their civil and religious rights
not defending the rituals of their church worship in alma 4345
and 445 the conjectural emendation rights seems more consistent
with the context which refers to the freedom to worship as they
desired 10

the phrase the remnant of those that are slain in 2 nephi
2419 seems to be self contradictory since the ones who are slain

frnncisfrancis brown S R driver and charles A briggsbnggsbaggs A hebrew and english lexicon of the old
testament oxford clarendon press 1907 p 1039

6anotheranother biblical quotation within the book of mormon that speaks of the sun risingnsingansing isis found
at 3 nephi 124512 45 here too the printers MS had son but fortunately inin this case the printers MS
was corrected to sun and itit was correctly printed inin the first edition

sidney B sperry the book of mormon and textual criticism inin book of mormon institute
brigham young university extension publications 5 december 1959 p 5

ibid emphasis inin the original ironically when brother Spersperrysspcrrysrys talk was printedprimed the phrase
sun of righteousness inin this quote was mi sprinted as son of righteousness

there isis even one case mosiah 293229 32 where the printers MS has wrights and this too isis cor
erectedrcctcdrected to rights inin the printed editions

loftit isis made clear inin alma 43943459 9 that they were fighting to preserve their rights and freedoms inin
order to be able to worship god according to their desires
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would not have anyone left to represent them this is a quotation
of isaiah 1419 and here the king james version has raiment
which translates mush meaning garment clothing raiment 11

brother sperry seems to favor raiment for this verse in the book
of mormon and suggests that the meaning is clad with the
slain ie his corpse is surrounded by other dead bodies 12 it
seems likely that the scribe understood the word as remnant when
raiment was dictated

in both 2 nephi 294 and alma 1837 the travels of the
printed text and the printers MS might have been dictated as
travails or might have been misspelled by oliver cowdery most
words misspelled in the printers MS were corrected by john H
gilbert the major typesetter for the first edition who said

in one instance he oliver cowdery was looking over the man-
uscript when the word travail occurred twice in the form but
spelled in the manuscript travel mr grandin when reading the
proof pronounced the word correctly but cowdery did not seem to
know the difference 133

the form or pages of a book intended to be printed on one
side of a sheet gilbert referred to comprised pages 209 24 in the
1830 edition and though the word is indeed misspelled as travel
in the printers MS it is correctly printed as travail at mosiah
2733 and 2933 it should be noted that though the pro-
nunciationnuncia tion of travail and travel are quite distinct in present day
english this was not the case in the nineteenth century 14 the fas-

cinatingcina ting aspect of this problem is that travail always with the
manuscript spelling travel also occurs four other times in the
printers MS but in only two of these mosiah 1411 and 3

nephi 221 was its spelling corrected to travail in the printed
text the other two cases 2 nephi 294 and alma 1837 remain
in their manuscript misspelling and it would seem that they also
should have been rendered travail

the book of ether is structurally organized so that it begins
with a genealogical table from the prophet ether back through

brown driver and briggsbnggsbaggs hebrew and englisbenglishenglisbe lexiconlacon p 528
sidney B sperry book of mormon compendium salt lake city bookcraft 1968 p 242
john15john H gilbert to james cobb 10 february 1879 new york public library as quoted inin

larry porter A study of the origins of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints inin the
states of new york and pennsylvania 1816 1831 phd diss brigham young university 1971
p 89 emphasis inin the original

both words were pronounced with the stress on the first syllable see noah webster an
american dictionary of the english language new york S converse 1828 sv travail and travel
orson pratts pronunciation of travails can be checked inin his 1869 edition of the deseret alphabet
book of mormon new york russell bros 1869 on pages 141 mosiah 141114 11 162 mosiah
273327.3327532755 166 mosiah 29332953295529 33 and 377 3 nephi 22122 1
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the generations to his forefather jared and then the story is told
in chronological order from that time down to the time of ether
each of the individuals listed in the genealogy is mentioned in the
following chapters with the exception in ether 111 12 of saihShihsaibshiblonshihlonfonlon
whose name does not precisely match with the shiblom of the cor-
responding passages in ether 114 5 7 9 brother sperry noting
this difference of spelling suggests that we are probably dealing
with one original and not two distinct names 15 this is supported
by the implication of ether 119 that seth was the son of Shibshiblomlorn
cf ether 111 and not the brother of Shibshiblomlorn as some have ad-

vocatedvocated since the form shiblom occurs six times in ether and the
alternate form only twice and since jareditejaredineJaredite names tended to favor
mi mation 16 it appears that ether 111 12 should correctly be shib-
lom the original MS is not available to determine whether the
proposed emendation is in the original or whether the difficulty
arose from mi shearing or simply miscopyingmiscopying on the part of the
scribe

that helaman 3533 has yea instead of year stems back to the
original MS and was due either to faulty transcription or to mis
hearing of what was dictated this particular kind of error is not
unknown 17 and the conjectural emendation year isis supported by
the occurrences of forty and third year twice in verse one and
forty and fourth year and forty and fifth year in verse two

leading up to the emendedemender phrase about the forty and sixth
year in verse three

the text of 2 nephi 815 seems to have a few words missing
since it attributes roaring waves to the lord himself what was
probably intended is 1 I am the lord thy god that divided the sea
whose waves roared as found in the king james version of
isaiah 5115 with the logical order that it is the lord that di-
vides or stirs up the sea and that it is the waves of the sea that
are making the roaring sound the hebrew underlying this phrase
is roga haydamhayyam which means who is disturbing the sea 18 al

15sperrySperry15 Sperrycrry compendium p 474n
hugh nibley an approach to rhetheibe book of mormon salt lake city deseret book 1964 ppap

23637236 37
A similar difficulty occurred inin alma 482148 21 where the original MS has nineteenth year the

printers MS has nineteenth yea the 1830 edition has nineteenth yea and the 1840 and follow

ing editions have nineteenth year yea it can be seen that the original rendition as writtenwritten at the
dictation of joseph smith was correct and thatthairhar when the printersprimers MSNIShisbis was made the problem arose
due to the incomplete transcription ofyearof year alyeaasyeaas yeiyea this was copied inin the editions until 1849 when
the difficulty was sensed however because the solution was not based on the reading of the origi-
nal MS but simply on the requirements of context itit did notnor correct the yea back to year but
merely added a year before the yea obviously the original intent was to have year without yea

18 18brownbrown driver and briggs hebrew and english lexicon p 920 the same phrase isis found inin
jeremiah 31355135515531 35
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though there is indeed a gap of four words in our present book
of mormon text and the original MS for this verse is not extant
it isis possible that the phrase now missing in 2 nephi 815 was ac-
tually written in the original MS and is an example of a tran-
scription error in which a phrase was accidentally omitted when
the printers MS was copied 19

when the passage at 2 nephi 238 is compared with the par-
allel at isaiah 138 in the king james version it becomes appar-
ent that the book of mormon text is different in that the latter
does not have the followngfollowingfollow ng clause they shall be in pain as a wo-
man that travailethtrava ileth this difference between the book of forvorworborlor-
mon and the bible could be accounted for by asserting either that
the clause was added to the bible account or deleted from the
book of mormon account since the words they shall be begin
the missing part as well as the immediately following clause it
may indicate that someones eye skipped from one set of words to
the other and thus account for their absence in the book of mor-
mon As in the previous passage examined the words under con-
sideration may have been lost when the printers MS was made
from the original MS though the original MS is unavailable to
substantiate the situation one way or another notice that when
the wording of the king james version is presented in the struc-
tural arrangement and punctuation of the revised standard ver-
sion the fine balance of the characteristic poetic parallelism would
be lost if the second line were omitted

pangs and sorrows shall raketake hold of them
they shall be in pain as a woman that travailethtrava ileth

they shall be amazed one at one another
their faces shall be as flames

unlike many other biblical passages revised in the book of mor-
mon the text at this point in the inspired revision simply fol-
lows the king james version which may indicate that the phrase
was not supposed to be missing from the book of mormon

deserting in the phase deserting away into the land- of nephi
among the lamanitesumanitesLamaUmanites of helaman 412 has appeared in every print-
ed edition of the book of mormon the word deserting would
normally be found in a context indicating an abandoning of mili-
tary service however the printers MS has resentingdesentingdesenting this
could be taken either as deserting or dissenting A consid

there are other places like this where there are gaps inin the primersprinters MS and the printed edi-

tions and where the original MS isis missing an example would be verse 15 of the words of mor-
mon which should read and they had been punished according to their crimescrimes
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oration in favor of the latter is the association of the same preposi-
tion away found in 3 nephi 311 where it talks about dissent-

ing away also oliver cowderysCowderys spelling habits in the book of
mormon manuscript should be considered there are ten other
places where dissent or related forms are spelled as desent which
certainly pushes in favor that dissenting was the intent of the
printers MS at this point thus by a not too farfetchedgarfar fetched con-
jecturaljec tural emendation the text becomes dissenting

helamanslamansHe letter to moroni is introduced with the statement
these are the words which he wrote alma 562 then from

this verse through alma 5841 the letter is quoted evidently ver-
batim throughout these 133 verses all references to helaman are
consistently in the first person 20 except in alma 5652 where the
third person reference to helaman and his warriors breaks this
consistency 21 the crossed out part in the printers MS in verse 52
of 9 helaman came upon their rear hints that the original MS
which is not extant for these words might have read 1 I hela-

man A reasonable reconstruction for this verse is when I1I1
helaman came upon their rear with my two thousand and began
to slay them exceedingly insomuch that the whole army of the
lamanitesLama nites halted and turned upon me 22

although the textual difficulties discussed above show that
some errors have crept into the book of mormon right from the
beginning it must be remembered that such faults are the failings
of men the book of mormon is a marvelously consistent volume
and it is a wonder that with so many chances for mishearingshearingmi mis-
spelling or miscopyingmiscopying there are so few instances where one must
appeal to the process of conjectural emendation

compare especially alma 56956 9 573657 36 and 584158 41

there isis a parallel instanceinstance inin helaman 1325152513 25 where a third person reference needed to be
changed to first person and this was done to the passage inin 1837

22 though itit isis a little awkward itit would require less emendation to have me helaman which
would be like the style found inin 1 nephi 767 6 14514 5 and jacob 111 1 2 7227 22
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mormon bibliography 1977

chad J flake

last year in the mormon bibliography I1 noted that the print-
ing of the book of mormon on newsprint paper gave it a somber
dull appearance certainly not what I1 want to see upon opening a
book of scripture its paper and printing placed the book in the
dime novel category where it certainly does not belong it is inter-
esting that the only comment I1 received was from a gentleman at
deseret book co who defended its publication this caused me
to pause and reconsider my position was the demand for an in-
expensive copy an overriding factor over what to me was good
taste since then deseret book co has published the highly suc-
cessful reference set a series of nine books ranging from james
E talmagesjesusTaltaitalmagesbalmagesmages jesus the christ to president kimballskimbalpsKimbKimbalisbailsballsalPsairs miracle of for-
givenessgiveness this set was on mountain bestswests ten top sellers for several
weeks although I1 personally would not have the set in my own
library having it printed on pulp paper does not offend me as
does printing the book of mormon this way over the centuries
people have gone to great lengths to ensure that scriptures appear
in the best form imaginable for example I1 have a moslem book
in which the quotations of mohammed are printed in gold at
the book store is an extremely inexpensive edition of the bible
published by the world publishing company but it is on white
not grey paper it is my contention that that which we believe to
be divine should not be poorly printed on poor paper and bound
poorly frankly there is a practical side as well as aesthetic cer-
tainly there are people who will be turned away from a serious
consideration of the book of mormon because of the unpleasant
appearance of this new edition

the newest edition to the collection of books in this pulp li-
brary is the history of the church which is also enjoying good
sales apart from the paper it has been sufficiently reduced so
that only young eyes are able to read it

arriving in my office about the same time was an addition of
parley P pratts key to the science of theology bound with his voice
of warning again the printing is mediocre but its binding I1

thought was wretched in ersatz half leather without end papers
but more serious than the printing and binding which remain a

matter of taste and it appears mine differs from a great many oth
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ers who are buying the book there are some bibliographic prob-
lems with the book in its 1978 preface the anonymous editor
talks of its being a revision of an earlier edition but makes no
mention of which earlier edition was used in the key to the sci-
ence of theology this is critical similar bibliographical lapses occur
with the voice of warning

the printing of books of poor quality is certainly not restrict-
ed to any one publisher closer to home is the unsatisfactory book
making by the brigham young university press consider the bi-
ography of ina coolbrith printed in purple ink armed with the spirit
on brown paper with a center inset of dead white paper water
stone Askyy with lake powells panoramas illustrated in two inch
views more critical are our scholarly books arringtonsArring tons charles C
rich mclaws spokesman for the kingdom and sister saints comprise
the series studies in mormon history yet instead of being is-
sued in high quality editions one expects for important books
from a university press these books are wretchedly designed and
poorly printed on inexpensive paper and do not compare with the
similar series of books coming from the university of utah press

with less adequate facilities and a smaller staff the university of
utah press consistently publishes books of printing quality it is
not that brigham young university press cant print a quality
book wesley burnsides maynard dixon and the brescia dante
prove it can again economics seems to get the blame but prac-
tical considerations must come to mind too the books published
by BYU press are advertised all over the world for many in the
scholarly community these books are their only contact with
BYU what kind of statement does an ugly badly printed book
make about us
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BARRON HOWARD H orson hyde bountiful utah horizon
publishers 1977 xiv 336536556356 ppap 7957.95795
reviewed by marvin S hill associate professor of history at brigham young
university

howard barronbanonban on a professor of religious instruction at brigham
young university has written a study of orson hyde which the
publisher calls on the dust jacket a biographical classic while
in some ways the book may be a classic it is not a biography
nor essentially an historical work as I1 understand these terms

barronsbarrens work is a chronology of the major events in orson
hydes life with emphasis upon his activities as missionary
apostle colonizer and church administrator up to the time the
saints left council bluffs no doubt many latter day saints will
find this account informative since hyde participated in many of
the major events in church history during these years and was a
very active missionary

yet opportunities are lost despite its sequential format its
sketchy historical research and its historical subject matter I1 do
not believe this work qualifies as history or biography in the best
sense the book is not an attempt to understand the man orson
hyde his mind and spirit his times the meaning of his life in
the broad context of mormon and american history it is rather
an attempt to depict orson hyde as the ideal mormon type in
terms of 1970 values great emphasis is placed on orsonsoarsons faith
and commitment his obedience and conformity seen thus hyde
is shorn of those qualities which made him a unique and signifi-
cant human being hyde is valued here as an automaton who acts
only in ways leaders are expected to act he is symbol and image
but not flesh and blood thus countless paragraphs tell us that he
departed for this mission or that one that he filled this church
assignment or that but never are we taken inside the man to
probe his heart and soul as a free moral individual

the handling of hydes apostasy in 18581838 illustrates the point
during the mormon war in missouri when 500300 elders were organ-
ized into danite bands and sent out to raid gallatin and burn the
town in retaliation for so many wrongs done the mormonscormons in
missouri orson hyde took no part sick with anguish and des
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pair and tortured with growing doubt about the truth of mor-
monism hyde wrote to a sister abbot on october 25 1 I1 have
left the church called latter day saints for conscience sake fully
believing that god is not with them and is not the mover of
their schemes and projects hyde told brigham young afterward
that it was the danitescanites that repelled him he and apostle thomas
marsh wrote an affidavit denouncing danite activity which was
collected as evidence against joseph smith at the pretrialpre trial in rich-
mond in november 1838 hyde was excommunicated from the
church and remained out of it for eight months lonely and re-
morsefulmorseful he later contacted heber C kimball and sought his in-
tercessiontercession with the prophet to regain his membership and former
standing only upon kimballskimbalpsKimbKimbailsbalisballsalPsairs and hyrum smiths special plead-
ing did joseph smith yield and allow hydes restoration hyde
confessed that he had acted foolishly and that he had sinned but
we have no record of his saying that his testimony in his sworn
affidavit was a misrepresentation we do know that he told brig-
ham young that he had come to see matters in a different light
however

this very crucial period in hydes life which tells us so much
about the man and his times is handled in a conventional way in
orson hyde professor barron accepts john taylors statement that
the testimony of marsh and hyde was untrue without any at-
tempt to evaluate the evidence

it is the orson hyde who faced such agonizing choices in
1838 and afterwards whom we do not get to know in barronsbarrens
treatment do we not thus lose sight of something of great im-
portance this kind of iconography strips men of their individ-
uality and moral agency if it is history it is history closer to
puritan than to mormon values orson hyde was not only a man
of great loyalty to the church but also a man of conscience who
did not believe canitesdanites belonged in the church of christ hydes
finest hour may have come here when he broke with group pres-
sures to protest danite wrongs afterward in his history joseph
smith admitted danite excesses and expressed some regret it was
perhaps this recognition that made it possible for hyde to come
back to the church to fail to perceive the moral dilemma facing
hyde in 1838 is to miss the man the movement the meaning
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BITTON DAVISDAVIS guide to mormon diaries & autobiographies
provo utah brigham young university press 1977 xi 4- 417
ppap 299529.952995

reviewed by chad J flake curator of special collections harold B lee li-
brary brigham young university

A few years ago I1 took a class in which samuel pepys the
noted british diarist was discussed at some length our teacher
observed then that if one wanted to find a specific fact a history
book could be consulted but it was in the diaries that the period
came to life this is certainly true of mormonism with its seem-
ingly inexhaustible supply of diarists mormonscormons were encouraged
early in church history to keep records and this advice has been
reiterated several times in various ways for example in 1890 when
andrew jenson toured the various stakes admonishing people to
write autobiographies and to keep current diaries but mormon
studies have been hampered by the lack of good bibliographies of
retrospective materials it is therefore with great anticipation that
we have waited for davis bittonsbittensBittons guide to mormon diaries 6 aut-
obiographiesto and the published work is certainly not a dis-
appointment some 2894 items are included which makes it to
date the most significant bibliography of mormondom

in format the bibliography lists the writers name the type of
item journal diary or autobiography the distinction between
journal and diary being explained in the preface the dates form
holograph typescript printed etc followed by its location in-

dicated by code 1 I find the mixing of codes a bit irritating if the
code uhi for the historical society is taken from the union list
of libraries then why isnt the code USIC from the same list used
for the church historical department or huntington library des-
ignated csmhcsmi instead of huntington these are standardized
codes universally accepted and easily understood following this
coded location is a summary of the diary A master index accom-
panies the text which the user will find invaluable

two areas merit criticism scope and the unevenness of the
notes

in the preface the author indicates the most important reposi-
tories of mormon diaries to be utah libraries ie brigham
young university church historical department university of
utah utah state university and utah state historical society
only these are given an exhaustive treatment even here with
some omissions no attempt is made to update the 1971 mary
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washington bibliography of manuscripts at utah state university
which could have been accomplished with very little difficulty

specifically omitting the huntington library from the list of
important libraries shows a lack of knowledge of how significant
their holdings are I1 checked a random sample from a list of dia-
ries at the huntington put together by the late newburn butt
the man responsible for brigham young universitys typescript di-
ary collection and found that less than twenty percent of the dia-
ries on his list appear in bittonsbittensBittons bibliography it should have
been as easy to have these diaries searched by a student living in
the area as it was to have the local institutions examined A larger
percentage of holdings in the bancroft library addandaud the library of
congress is included because there are available inventories to
these collections

the second problem the unevenness of the annotations is due
partially to the fact that the raw data was collected by different re-
searchers the problem here is that one researcher would empha-
size entirely different aspects than would a second one but even
more critical than unevenness are the items just plain missed for
the arza adams journal the note states that he returned to
nauvoo after the death of joseph smith it does not mention that
he brought with him important letters from john taylor and
willard richards an interesting item from the lucy hannah
flake diary notes the practice among women of the nineteenth
century of laying their hands on each others head to pronounce
blessings bless pregnancies etc not mentioned in bittonsbittensBit tons anno-
tation in the journal of abraham A kimball one gets a signifi-
cant view of the problems of polygamy from the mans point of
view polygamy is mentioned in the note but some indication
that he found it very hard as he says did his father heber C
kimball should have been included also the account of his term
in the utah penitentiary one of the most graphic in any diary
warrants only two words while his getting drunk on the fourth
ofjulyof july gets six

if however the limitation of libraries involved and the use of
different studies to do the research made it possible to publish the
bibliography in 1977 rather than 1987 then one can live with
these problems and be grateful that such an excellent bibliography
is available to us now we can always await volume two while
making use of the present volume
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HAYDEN DOLORES seven american utopias the architecture of
communitarian socialism 1790 1975 cambridge mass the MIT
press 1976 ix 401 ppap 16.951695

reviewed by W ray luce an historian for the national register of historic
places

dolores haydens pathbreaking seven american utopias exam-
ines architecture landscape architecture and town planning in sev-
en american utopian communities to see how the communities
physical facilities aided or retarded social interaction and larger
community goals the settlements examined range from the nine-
teenth century shaker settlement at hancock massachusetts to
the twentieth century llano del rio community of california and
louisiana which continued until 1938 the book shows familiarity
with historical and anthropological as well as architectural second-
ary works and benefits from Ms haydens familiarity with the im-
pact of planning on utopian communities of the 1960s and 1970s
in many ways the study is architectural history as it should be
written integrating a communitys history with its design concepts
which range from community planning and vernacular building
forms to provisions for private and public spaces she examines
each community in terms of three dilemmas the balance between
authority and participation community and privacy and unique-
ness and replicability

readers of BYU studies will find greatest interest in chapter
5 eden versus jerusalem the longest chapter in the book
which deals with the mormon experience in nauvoo this chapter
examines mormon architecture from new perspectives and should
influence most later studies on nauvoo and mormon architecture
unfortunately however the study is often more suggestive than
definitive and suffers from a limited familiarity with mormon his-
tory and thought As the chapter title indicates professor hayden
views nauvoo architecture and planning in terms of a conflict be-
tween two goals eden a model of earthly paradise a garden
city of single family dwellings and jerusalem a model of heaven

a cult center dominated by twin monuments the temple and
the prophets residence the interactioninteraction between the secular and
religious ideals for the city of zion inin theory and practice is an
important theme in mormon architectural history which needs fur-
ther examination however building a community of substantial
houses surrounded by gardens is not necessarily in conflict with
the building of a religious community any more than present ad
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monitionsmunitionsmonitions by mormon leaders to clean up houses and commu-
nities and plant gardens is in conflict with appeals for building
funds for chapels and temples

what is disturbing about haydens analysis is that she seems
to view the two strains in great conflict without fully under-
standing the underlying religious motivation of the city the ideal
of the secular city eden was not viewed as an abstract goal sepa-
rated from the concept of a religious center but as a method to
realize the religious goal the disagreement over the location of
nauvoosNauvoos business district which hayden uses to illustrate the
conflict between eden and jerusalem for example was much
more a surfacing of growing religious disagreements over resource
allotment which she mentions and issues such as polygamy than
it was an abstract planning disagreement

the same problem exists in her contention that the conflict
between the two ideals was resolved in utah with a victory of the
secular city and a change in the function of the temple from a
place of assembly to a monument in the funerary sense a tomb
such a view does not understand the importance of the temple in
later mormon thought and ignores works such as richard 0
cowans temple building ancient and modemmodern which trace chang-
ing functions and plans of mormon temples

haydens chapter on nauvoo does not fully develop two of
the three basic themes she examines about all seven communities
her discussion of public spaces in nauvoo concentrates almost en-
tirely on the temple and nauvoo house dismissing the seventies
hall and the masonic hall at one point as two small in-
stitutional buildings these two halls along with the concert hall
the grove and such semipublic spaces as joseph smiths store
played a much more important role in the public life of nauvoo
than she indicates and it appears that the replication of these
forms in later mormon towns far more than the creation of defi-
nite town centers in utah fostered the later harmony between
public and private space she notes

secondly haydens section on the replicability of nauvoo
could have been much stronger in fact most of the early archi-
tecturaltec tural history of salt lake city and much of utah can be view-
ed as an attempt to reproduce nauvoo this includes not only the
basic city plan but buildings ranging from religious and commu-
nity structures like the temple the salt lake theater and the so-
cial hall to private residences while hayden is right in noting
that the stepped gables which seem to be the most prominent ar
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chitectural feature in the area restored by the nauvoo restoration
were not transferred in mass to the great basin settlers took an-
other vernacular form directly from the mississippi river town to
the intermountain west throughout utah and idaho are still
found numerous examples of the nauvoo house a simple rec-
tangular building with a central hall one or two stories high one
or two rooms wide often with simple greek revival details these
houses patterned after the houses church members remembered in
nauvoo were built long after the rest of the country had moved
on to other styles

the books illustrations are excellent including diagrams and
plans for the nauvoo temple along with a wide variety of photo-
graphs and drawings two errors in illustration identification are
however annoying she identifies the jonathan browning house
figure 5.10510510 as the james ivins printing complex located across

the street and identifies figure 5.34534534554 as a contemporary view of the
temple by C C A christensen since christensen did not leave
his native denmark until after the temple had been destroyed it
cannot be considered contemporary in the same sense as the two
photographs of the temple she also includes

such shortcomings however should not discourage use of the
book by those interested in mormon architecture and planning
the book examines important questions which have too often
been ignored in studies of mormon architecture it is not a defini-
tive study but it is a very important book perhaps more for the
questions it raises than for the answers it proposes

KIMBALL EDWARD LL and ANDREW E JR spencer W kim-
ball salt lake city bookcraft 1977 x 438 ppap 8958.95895
reviewed by eugene england associate professor of english at brigham young
university and charles D tatetare jr professor of english at brigham young
university

ON BEING HUMAN AND BEING A PROPHET

with the death of president lee many members of the
church wondered as elder W grant bangerter expressed it in
general conference last fall what will we do now we had
never expected spencer W kimball to become the president and
we had not looked to him for the same leadership evident in the
life of harold B lee we knew of course that he would manage
somehow until the next great leader arose but it would not be
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easy for him and things would not be the same 0 lord we
prayed please bless president kimball he needs all the help you
can give him ensign november 1977 p 26

since that time spencer W kimball has announced the first
additions to the canon of scripture in our century has activated
and nearly filled the first quorum of seventy and has sought and
received a revelation giving blacks the priesthood with his call to
lengthen our stride and by his own example he has sparked an

explosion of new energy and growth in the whole church in just
four years the number of full time missionaries has increased fifty
percent and convert baptisms have doubled organized stakes of
zion have gone from 600 to nearly 1000 and membership has in-
creased from three to over four million half again as many tem-
ples are in process or announced new countries including po-
land have given the church official standing there is expectation
that other countries will be opened and many more temples built
and that his goal of 45000 missionaries many from other coun-
tries will soon be met that energy that quickening spirit of ex-
pectationpec tation pervades the church and there is a surge of faith that
the kingdom will indeed soon fill the whole earth and the savior
come

along with all this there is closer moral scrutiny greater con-
cern about inadequacy in others and ourselves greater attention to
homely fundamentals like getting married working in the earth
with our own hands keeping our yards clean writing journals
carefully examining our own lives and trying to improve the
church in just four years has been profoundly influenced by the
vision the energy the moral rigor and restless sense of inadequacy
of president kimball and in the biography spencer W kimball
edward L kimball a son and andrew E kimball jr a grand-
son have shown us with unusual and moving clarity the roots of
these qualities

As good as it is this mormon biography is not without weak-
nesses it is not the best structured and does not contain the most
elegant writing or best analysis the chapter stake president is
weak in organization and sparse in detail and the usual biograph-
ical challenge of theme versus chronology is badly resolved there
and a problem elsewhere also the book is not the best re-
searched while most biographies suffer from not having sufficient
first person primary materials this one relies almost wholly on
them we see how president kimball perceives himself but not
enough of how others perceived him in the same situations or of
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documentary evidence that would give the solidity of granite facts
good biography needs

nevertheless spencer W kimball is a landmark in mormon bi-
ographyog raphy it stands in relation to mormon biography as boswellsboswelllBoswells
life of samueljohnsonsamuel johnson stands in relation to all english biography
it is the best so far and the first to take a great subject and give
us the whole man warts divinity and all and thus make his life
unavoidably and eternally part of our own for the first time we
have a book about an LDSLIDS church president which is not mainly
an attempt to tell us why he was or was not a prophet of god
rather it shows us with remarkable directness and fullness a hu-
man life one in many ways like our own which through long
painful struggles was touched by extraordinary experiences and in-
fluencesfluen ces that the reader can believe with the authors were from
god

the authors achieve this by firmly holding to their decision
not to ignore any weakness or problem or exaggerate any strength
they say that in that decision we were faced with no real test of
our integrity as biographers since our burrowing into the past
only confirmed our personal impressions that this was a man of
rare consistency exemplifying in his private life the same virtues
ascribed to the public man preface p x nevertheless the au-
thors as close relatives and faithful mormonscormonsMormons and bookcraft as a
semiofficialsemi official LDS publisher have demonstrated remarkable courage
and ability in producing such a handsome well edited detailed
and complete piece of work and thus have shown the mormon
public how LDS biography has to be written now that it has
come of age

spencer IV kimball is the first mormon biography to lead the
reader so completely to genuine identification rather than to mere
adoration or idolizing to accept the prophet as a real model for
his own human struggle this is accomplished by the very open-
ness and completeness with which the book deals with a prophets
own humanness and sense of inadequacy it is the kind of book
that probably could not have been published concerning a dead
prophet and it could only be published in the time of a living
prophet of the profound humility and habitual self examination of
president and sister kimball whose concern for truth and lack
of personal protectiveness not only prevented censorship but pro-
vided in their great volume of personal journals correspondence
and oral history the bulk of material for the book As the authors
say the whole undertaking was possible only because of their
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willingness to talk and write openly about themselves p x in
this demonstration that the humanness of a prophet can be shown
without being either antagonistic or patronizing both the faith of
the saints and mormon literature and history have been well
served

that president kimball has apparently come to feel the great
value of teaching through the model of his own life is clearly seen
in the unusually personal but highly effective sermon in the priest-
hood session of april conference 1978 as he recounted the details
of his own youth and past for both positive and negative example
for the many who have responded to this emphasis spencer WW
kimball provides a mother lode of detail those who have identi-
fied with the boy who was proficient with a slingshot but learned
to respond to the singing of dont kill the little birds will
warm to the teenager who usually worked hard but sometimes
avoided chores by using his fathers willingness to let him practice
the piano instead or who did not participate in acts of van-
dalism but still remembers painfully that he stood by and
watched others perform them and did not speak out who was ex-
pelled from school with the rest of the boys for insisting on a

sluffitsluffaluff day who has dark memories of a boyhood in a near frontier
desert country including seeing two sisters die within a year one
the tenth child whom his father referred to as the tithing child
given back to the lord and then a year later of seeing his
mother sicken in pregnancy and slowly die but who also remem-
bers his father the stake president promising life to the near dead
and serving selflessly also among the indians we see the young
man caught up enough in the coils of life that when he was him-
self called as stake president he and camilla spent that first sun-
day night visiting those with whom there had been some trouble
to clear the slate so that he could go forward with free con-

science p 171 we see a young boy from a somewhat reserved
background on a trip from salt lake city surprised when his
uncle joseph F smith stooped down in full beard and kissed each
of his many children as they came home from school then we see
him as a newly called apostle deeply moved when he visited he-
ber J grant and the aged prophet who was too weak to stand
drew him down into his arms and kissed him and we see him
eventually develop into the prophet who as he was leaving the
third solemn assembly he had conducted that day while all pres-
ent stood in respect noticed his son among the choir members
and without hesitation or self consciousness went to him em
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braced and kissed him we see the man who could take delight
in remembering that when he was called as an apostle and other
well wishers were saying how appropriate even inevitable the call
was an old cowpuncher who had watched him grow up declared
what spencer was feeling himself its clear the lord must have
called you no one else would have thought of you p 198

when he was called as an apostle the first in the twentieth
century from outside utah he was stunned uncomprehending re-
duced to uncontrolled weeping even skeptical for the first time of
the authorities inspiration until he spent a day on a mountain
near boulder colorado and received a dream vision of his grand-
father heber C kimball and an assurance that the call was di-
vine this anxiety over adequacy and worthiness continued ex-
pressing itself in what he felt might be compensatory hard work
until in 1948 after pushing his car repeatedly through drifted sand
while visiting reservations in arizona he was struck down with
his first heart trouble the enforced time in bed as he tried to re-
cover only increased his anxiety there were just twelve apostles
he berated himself and so much work to do what good was he
on his back even on his feet he felt he was the least of them
others were smoother smarter more efficient better educated p
251 so he went back to work too hard too soon and his heart
trouble returned

one night he lay for eighteen hours in agony his chest seized with
pain for long hours in his room he thought through his life he
told camilla what to do with the investments and property if he
died he mused that thousands of people in the church are mea-
suring the church their church by me they look at me with my
smallness my ineptitudes my weaknesses my narrow limitations and
say what a weak church to have such weak leadership it is one
of the things that has brought me to my back now I1 have tried by
double expenditure of energy to measure up p 253

that last sentence which may be taken for the motto of his life
gives special poignance to president kimballskimbalpsKimbKimbailsbalisballsalPs present call to
lengthen our stride we know now what it has cost him to
lengthen his but of course he has also been blessed the unex-
pected false vocal cord that grew in and allowed speech the per-
fect surgery on his heart the continual disciplined development of
skills and perspective and that is the lesson of his life

we are surprised to learn that uncertainty over being drafted
then marriage then being called into a stake presidency at age 29
kept him from finishing college because we have been made fa
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miliar with the fruits in his speaking his decisions and his vision
of long self education we are even a little surprised to learn of
the years of pain and trouble with apparent cancer in his throat
the biopsies and then the operation he insisting that part of the
vocal cord be left despite the risk to his life so that he could
have some chance of continuing to serve with his voice the diffi-
culty and embarrassment of long silence and then learning to
speak again in a new way and having to speak with a raspy voice
to vast audienaudiencesces because the force of the content make us forget
that the voice is unusual or even notice the special electronic aids
it is a surprise to learn of his suffering for years with carbunclescarbuncledcarbuncles
as well as with the severe recurring heart pains without slackening
his pace or to recall the extremely risky open heart surgery in
1972 because the long struggle and perseverance and the resulting
blessings have brought him to a state of health and energy in his
mid SOs that allows him to wear out younger colleagues and leave
us all breathless in the whirlwind of his creative activity

part of the quality of that life revealed in the book is centered
in the theme of moral rigor combined with persistent effort on
behalf of the resistant or neglected soul president kimballsKimballs long
service as an apostle on special assignment to deal with temple di-
vorce and with the worst morals problems has sharpened his con-
cern with repentance we learn of night after night spent away
from his family trying to help with troubled people of seven
hours with one couple trying to avoid divorce of the telephone
call from a distraught wife in california whose husband had
deserted her and come to salt lake city of elder kimballsKimballs locat-
ing him making an appointment for the man to come to the of-
fice and when he did not show up going to the cheap hotel to
sober him up only to have the man disappear while being trans-
ferred from the hotel to alcoholics anonymous and then un-
willing to give up despite almost missing a train to los angeles
for the temple dedication the apostle walked up and down the al-
leys of salt lake city in and out of bars and movie houses trying
to find him this particular man we learn in the book has been
in and out of president kimballsKim balls life through the years since
through relapse and reclaiming again and again and we are left
only knowing that the effort continues unabated the book tells
of his success in his special assignment to aid the progress of
lamanite members but also of his unpopular courageously out-
spoken especially for the early 50s struggle against prejudice
among mormonscormonsMormons he declared to a white audience in tucson that
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in the story of the good samaritan the robbed and beaten trav-
eler is the indian and we whites are either priest or good sa-
maritan p 258 he told the students and faculty at BYU that
there were too many phariseesPharisees among the white men too many
who worry about unwashen hands too many who ascribe the
degradation of the indian as his just due too many curiosity
seekers and too few laborers p 274 he told a congregation in
new mexico to accept the indians and mexicans with open arms
and hearts and meetinghousesmeetinghouses god will bless you if you do god
forgive you if you dont p 274

the book tells of his feeling divine direction as he calls a
stake president whom he does not know and whom no one ex-
pects to be called but also of his recording after a sermon 1 I ram-
bled and made a failure or again 1 I floundered miserably of
two missionaries reconverting his brother whom he had tried to
help and couldnt of his willingness to stay up late when bone
tired to answer the questions of a branch presidents wife about
her son recently killed in the war though a patriarch had promised
him a mission and family but having no answer for the unfath-
omable question of his administering twice to a man who had
been blinded without any physical effect but how two months
later the apostle led the tall man still blind by the arm through
a temple endowment letting him see the temple with its rooms
and paintings through my eyes p 216

that kind of control and openness in a biographer takes
enormous skill and we can be grateful that edward and andrew
kimball have the skill but ultimately the power of this book asas
literature derives from the quality of its subject the mans life as
well as the technique of selection and expression for instance the
authors skillfully help us see that powerful complexity which pre-
vents president kimball from being boxed in by traditional cate-
gories he was furious at the university of utah pen for reprint-
ing articles in 1947 by authors who had been hostile to the
church and in the early fifties could take pride in being compared
with joseph fielding smith for his outspoken fundamentalism es-
peciallypecially in matters of sexual morality and dress standards he
called for a style of our own in a scathing denunciation of im-
modest worldly fashions at BYU in 1951 he could also be im-
patient with other general authorities for their apparent foot
dragging on lamanitesLama nites or for certain fiscal policies and on a trip
through the far east in 1960 could write id proselyte in burma
but not in our conventional style id go back to pauls program
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to some extent mission president who would go without his fam-
ily and be prepared to rough it no mission palace with a host of
record keepers typists etc establish the work by one of the
12 A mission president almost without portfolio appp 328 329
he saw the work of a baptist missionary couple who ran a home
for twelve orphans in karachi as real christian faith in action
and suggested that the first LDS efforts in pakistan could well
copy this pattern p 330

and we can see the prophet who pleaded with the lord for
many days in the upper room of the temple concerning blacks and
the priesthood in the apostle who in general conference in 1953
denounced the racism of an anonymous letter he had received
complaining about an indian buck appointed as a bishop an in-
dian squaw to talk in the ogden tabernacle indians to go
through the salt lake temple the sacred places desecrated by
the invasion of everything that is forced on the white race appp
273 74

it will take some time to fully assess the impact and signifi-
cance for mormon letters of the book spencer 917977 kimball it is our
hope here to convince mormon scholars writers and teachers to
read and recommend the book and not to overlook it because it
comes from the popular press we feel certain that the book
will become a model for all of us who try to write about mor-
mon culture it succeeds in making us feel about its subject spen-
cer W kimball as william clayton felt when he first met joseph
smith

he is no friend to iniquity but cuts at it wherever he sees it
and it is in vain to attempt to cloke it before him he has a great
measure of the spirit of god and by this means he is preserved
from imposition he says 1 I am a man of like passions with your-
selves but truly I1 wish I1 was such a man in BYU studies spring
1978 p 479

DAVIES J KENNETH Desdetdespretsdeserefsdeseretserets sons of toil A history of the
worker movements in territorial utah 1852 1896 salt lake
city olympus publishing company 1977 264 ppap incl tables
photographs and appendices 9959.95995
reviewed by dean L may assistant professor of history and director of the
center for historical population studies at the university of utah

one cannot but welcome the publication of a book on the
history of utahs labor movement whereas the ephemeral united
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order movement has elicited three books and countless journal ar-
ticles nothing has been printed dealing solely with the labor
movement until the appearance of professor davies work indeed
to the present only four studies on this theme excepting biogra-
phies of particular labor leaders have been completed owen F
bealsdealsdeais the labor legislation of utah phd diss columbia
university 1922 dee scorupsscorupaScorups A history of organized labor in
utah M A thesis university of utah 1935 sheelwantSheel want B pa
wars an environmental study of the development of the utah
labor movement 1860 1935 phd diss university of utah
1968 and J kenneth davies the development of a labor phi-
losophy within the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
phd diss university of southern california 1959 the latter

leading to the publication of despretsdeseretsDeserets sons of toil
professor davies explains in the first chapter that his primary

concern is to explain the origins of present day mormon attitudes
towards unions having determined in earlier studies that sympathy
towards the union movement tends to be inversely proportional to
level of activity and office in the mormon church guilds and
workingmensworkingmens associations in early utah as the author points out
were often organized under church auspices and were of course
comprised almost entirely of church members their leadership
overlapping considerably with church leadership

this harmonious condition prevailed until the 1870s when
gentiles seeking work in the railroad and mining industries began
migrating to utah in substantial numbers their efforts to organ-
ize put a gentile stigma on labor activities causing church leaders
to view the workers movement with a jaundiced eye at the same
time devout mormonscormons were drawn into the church sponsored co-
operative and united order movements depriving the infant
unions of mormon leadership and throwing control by default to
gentiles the brief flourishing of the knights of labor in utah
between 1884 and 1887 further alienated mormon leaders because
the organization bore some of the trappings of secret fraternal or-
ganizations and some of its members engaged in occasional acts of
violence in back of all these specific grievances was the fact that
high wages were destructive of the primary aim of mormon eco-
nomic planners to promote the self sufficiency of their com-
monwealthmonwealth high wages created by the demand for skilled work-
ers in a developing economy already put utah products at a
disadvantage in competition with eastern made goods higher
wages could only exacerbate that disadvantage moreover a church
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taking as its major aim the building of unity in all aspects of its
members lives and in their society would naturally be suspicious
of any movement emphasizing divisions in society and building it-
self on promotion of distrust and ill feelings between societal
groups

despite the fact that both doctrinal and historical devel-
opments within mormonism tended to cast unions in an unfavor-
able light some mormonscormons retained positions of leadership in some
labor organizations until the mid 1880s typographers in particu-
lar were under mormon influence beginning in 1852 when the
first annual printers festival was opened with the singing of
come all ye sons of zion from 1852 to the formation of the

deseret typographical union local 115 in 1868 and thence
through the mid 1880s mormonscormons seldom relinquished control of
typesetting in utah to gentile organization A major figure in the
typesetters was robert gibson sleater who was official organizer
for the american federation of labor and a leading figure in utah
federated trades and labor council and the international ty-
pographicalpographical union sleater was successful in balancing loyalties to
the mormon church and the unions he served faltering only in
1890 when he organized the pro mormon workingmensWorkingmens party to
draw workers votes from the non mormon liberal party in salt
lake county elections losing temporarily the goodwill of gentile
utah labor leaders sleaterscleatersSleaters continuing prominence in the move-
ment was exceptional however by the end of the century the se-
cularization of utahs labor organizations was complete As the
mormon church leadership abandoned its cooperative aims to
throw itself fully into the race for capitalistic profits union lead-
ership was left fully to non mormonscormons

professor daviesdaviesvles has described these events in remarkable de-
tail offering the reader pages of union membership listsfists workers
songs and leaders speeches the whole in fact is rather over
documented reading at times like an indiscriminate listing of
documents and data rather than a controlled carefully analyzed dis-
tillate of such material this lack of control is evident in a ten-
dency towards redundancy as the same materials sometimes even
the same quotations appear in successive chapters

the curious cover design showing a worker in a hard hat is
symptomatic of other problems with the book there is a tenden-
cy to see all early gatherings of workers or demonstrations of self
consciousness among members of crafts or trades as precursors to
union movements of the twentieth century it seems likely that a
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guild of the 1850s was fundamentally different from a modern
union because the attitude of the workers toward their metier and
their sense of the place of that calling in society was fundamen-
tally different if this were the case it makes little sense to list
early gatherings and organizations except in those cases where con-
tinuity and influence can be discerned

finally professor davies would seem to have been drawn from
his most important potential insights by his concentration upon
whether mormonscormons or non mormonscormons had greater influence in the
various workers organizations we receive only partial answers to
such questions as what were the aims of the movements how did
they go about accomplishing these aims or how did one type of
worker movement lead to others workers organizations in the
non mormon mining and railroading sectors are almost entirely ig-
nored the typographers in contrast are treated at great length
however typical or atypical they may have been perhaps most im-
portantlyportantly evidence in the volume itself suggests that union activi-
ty in utah was simply not very important during the period con-
sideredsi one can hardly escape concluding that the present volume
would be much more useful condensed into a single chapter and
offered as an introduction to a general study of workers move-
ments in utah
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